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ABSTRACT

The reported coping

strategies of mothers of toddlers
to stTess-related incidents involving toddlers.

Myrna E1len Rourke:

of this descriptive study

The purpose

was

to identify the reported

coping strategies of mothers of toddlers to stress-related incidents

involving toddlers. A convenience sar,rple of thirty-two rnotheïs was
obtained fron the urban Winnipeg area. The motheïs were English-speaking,
married and living with their spouses. They had at least one child
eighteen to forty-two months of age. The mothers weïe presented with
trventy*four vignettes, describing situations involving toddlers.
mothers were asked

to indicate

holv they had

The

or would cope with the ínci-

dent in each of the vignettes, and to indicate the level of stress they
associated

with

each

vignette" A dernographic questionnaire

tered and the resultant data
The

r.rras examined.

unit of analysis was the total

vignette.

response

Each response was analyzed according

expressed by the

was adminís-

rnother. These themes

became

of the mother to

to the dorninant

each

theme

categories of reported

coping strategies which were defined and 1abelled by the researcher.

Intercoder agreement l,/as determined between the researcher and nursing

experts. Thirty-one categories of reported coping strategies emerged,
and twelve of those emerged from mothers t responses to two oï more
vignettes.

These ivere 1abe11ed by the researcher as anticipating,

controlling, acquiescing, guiding, negotiating, reacting fnon-preventative),
seeking professional help, expressing own feelings, enticing, disciplining,
accoinmodating and

substituting" Further study is

needed

to validate

the

categories which ernerged from this research. Vignettes, lvhich involved

injury and/or illness tended to be associated with high levels of stress

11

by as many as ninety percent of the mothers.

The mothers

in this

sample

indicated that they had or could cope with the stTess-related incidents

in the twenty-four vignettes.
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Introduction
Problem Statement
The problem addressed

by the research was related to

how mothers

of

toddlers cope. The community health nurse has frequent contact with
mothers

of toddlers.

She

is in an advantageous position to provide

both

educational and anticipatory guidance. As a community health nurse the
researcher has observed over the years that some mothers of toddlers find
coping

with their children stressful.

The rnotherrs

stress

seems to

increase when she has several children in addition to the toddler.
New mothers

with children are dealing with a transition from indivi-

dual or couple to a family unit with children (Duvall, 1977).

lvÍcCubbin,

Joy, Cauble, Comlau, Patterson and Needle (1980) indicated that t'lve need

to

know more about those

which appear

critical farnily resources such as copíng ...

to have the dual role of buffering the negative consequences

of fanily life

and

facilitating family adjustment" (p. 866).

Based upon

the researcherts experience and a review of the literature, there

appeared

to be a need to investigate the coping strategies of mothers of toddlers
and the 1eve1

of stress associated with stress-r'elated incidents.

Literature

Review

A review

of the Cumulative Indexes to Nursing Literature,

logical Abstracts, Sociological Abstracts
was done from

at least

1975

Psycho-

and a lr{edline and I'fedlar Search

to the present tine. Literature related to

stress, crisis theory, fanily

and

inclividual

developrnent was examined, as

well as studies related to copíng

and coping

strategies. The literature

review is presented under these headings.

Stress. Mothers experíence stress as they interact with their children.
IVhat

is stress? lrlothers may have difficulty explaining specifically

stïess is, but after a
diarrhea, and
something

comnany

in which a toddler has not slept,

baby has had

arrived unexpectedly, a mother knows she feels

different.

Hans Selye
human

ðay

what

body.

(I97 ) studied stress and its effects on all parts of the

He noted

that prolonged stress

may lead

to illness.

The

implication is that stress is harmful and that it is the result of
damaging, threatening

or challenging stinulus (stressor).

a

Laza'rus and

Roskies (1980) point out that

this view of stress as an unusual state is no longer
tenable ... Even social institutions like marriage,
which traditionally have provided structure and stability
for human relatíonships, are being buffeted by changing
norms to the point where they no longer províde the nyth
of a safe harbor of routine and habit. To confront harm,
threat or challenge in a manner which taxes or exceeds
our adaptive capacities is no longer viewed as the fate
of only the particularly vulnerable, or those exposed to
an exceptional set of círcumstances, but instead as ¡art
of the raverage expectable environmentr (p. 40).

In todayrs worlrl,mothers of toddlers experience stress in their
wor1d, not

just in crisis situations of

and Rahe (1967) studied

nonumental

proportions.

everday
Holmes

not only the effect of crisis events such as

death and dívorce but also everyday expected events such as holidays,
weddings, erçansion

of the family, job promotion, etc.

They found that

both kinds of events produced stress and that an excess of even expected,
htppy events could result in difficulties.

with

demands

lthen an

individual is

faced

which strain his/her ability to respond, the indivídual's

response depends upon both

his or her external

and

internal conditions

(caplan, 1981; Lazarus, Averil1, Ç opton rg74). A nother's external
conditions consist of her home, her family, her financial situation, the

state of her rnarríage, etc. Her internal condition refers to her
psychological being, for example, her self-concept, her feelings, attitudes,

emotions. Therefore, each mother experiences each situation from a unique

set of internal and external conditions. Mothers react differently to the
same stressors (stinuli), which rnay be viewed as negative, positive or
neutral elements; crisis or normative events.

crisis Theory.

Lindenann (1944) and caplan, Edward and Kaplan (196s)

studied peoplers reactions to adversitj-es and challenges that created

crises in their lives. Caplan developed a theory of crisis based upon
the concept of horneostasis. rt is a dynamic theory; that is, man is seen
as being able to grow as a result of his experience rvith crises. Caplan
et a1, (1965) states that trthe essential factor influencing the occuïence

of crisis ís an imbalance

between

the difficulty and the importance of

the problem and the resources inmediately available to deal rvith it"

(p. 36).

The impact

of

severity of the crisis.
may be

each
One

factor

upon the other influences the

additional stressor added to the situation

the factor which changes the situation into a state of crisis.

mother who has an

attentive,

financial security

may

concerned husband, an extended

farnily,

find that copíng with an irritable toddler

The

and

may not

be unmanageable; whereas a mother whose husband

is rarely

horne, who

is

without ¿n extended fanily, other social supports or financía1 security
nay find coping wíth an irritable toddler most difficult.

It

may require

the addition of only a minor stTessor such as a late payðay to turn the

situation into a crisis for the latter
Sone

researchers (Aguilera

G

mother.

Messick, L974; Caplan, 1981; Caplan et

a1.,1965; Go1an, 7978; Snith, 7973, Ig77) agreed that crisis is not

an

illness, not a pathological state. It has been envisioned as a catalyst
to spur the individual on to

new developments and

growth. There are tr^Jo

types of crises, developmental and situational" Robischon (I973) says

that
developrnental or maturational (a1so referred to as
normative), crises are those whích human beings experience
in the process of theír psychological growth. They are
considered stages or phases of the normal life cycle.
They are periods of ohysical, psychological and social
changes accompaníed by changes and disturbances ín
thought and feeling. During these tirnes, examples of
which are school entry, adolescence, starting a nerv job,
rnarriage, parenthood, certain tasks must be faced and
mastered if the individual is to pass through this stage
in a healthy way and move on to further healthy groivth and

(p.

developrnent.
Rhodes

247)

(i980) envisions the family as an adaptive unit which

moves through

"transitional crisest' of maturation in response to ínternal fanily pressure
and external, environmental pressures. Therefore, the young nother is
coping

with the transitíona1 crisis of parenthood and its

developmental
change, are

tasks,

trTimes

of crj-ses, of disruption or constTuctive

not only predictable but desirable.

\976, p.31).

accompanl,i¡g

Each mother experiences and copes

They mean growthtr (Sheehy,

rvith the internal

and

external pressures of everyday life in her own rvay. She develops coping

strategies to help her deal with her experiences.

5

Family Devetopment. lvhat are the developnental experiences or tasks faced

by the mother, the toddler and the family? Duval1 (1971) reminds the
reader that during the child-bearing stage the family is

having, adjusting to and encouraging the development
of infants . .. and establishing a satisfying home for
both parents and infants ... As children advance in
years the parents are adjusting to the needs of their
children in various t^Jays. As wel1, parents may be
coping rvith energy depletion and lack of privacy

(p.

1s1).

Rhodes (1980) envisions

the task as replenishment versus turning inward,

which begins wíth the birth of the first child and
ends when the last child enters school .. " An ínrpending
crisis in the life of the fanily is created by the
birth of the first and successive offspring .. "
Parenting results in the depletion of onels ability to
give and ultimately in self-absorption if replenishment
is not available (p. 34).
The experience

state.

of parenting can be stressful,

Fiowever,

and can progress

to a crisis

both stTess and crisis have the potential to produce

family and individual grorvth.
Rossi (1968) states that the childrs need of mothering is absolute

while the need of an adult

woman

to rnother is relative.

Our family system of isolated households, increasingly
distant from kinswomen to assist with nothering,
requires that new mothers shoulder responsibility for

the infant precisely for that state of the childts

life when his need for mothering is far in excess of
the motherrs need for the child (p. 27).
The yoirng mother may experience

or imprisoned.

internal pressures.

Many young rnothers have given

She may

feel

trapped

up lucrative positions to

care for their expanding family. lvfany feel that they "shoul-d" exnerience

caring for toddlers as rewarding. They nay be surprised to find that their

feelings are ambivalent. Lovell and Fiorino (1979) point out that "one of the
main problens

with motherhood is that

about rnotherhood

r{omen cannot change

if they find out they are no

good

their

ninds

at i-tr' (p" 72).

They

are caught. rn many instances they find they must develop new ways of
coping in order to survive. Lovel1 and Fiorino (1979) discussed hol the
m)'ths

of

control the potver of

motherhood

woman.

By assigning sole responsibility of child care to
the mother and then isolating her arvay from far:rily
and friends, demanding that ihe provide conplete
and continuous care, we are harrning both nothers
and children (Lovell, L979, p. 77).

llothers cope with their toddlers each

Copíng and Coping Strategies.

and

every day. In studying copíng strategies, researchers (Hecker, IgTg;
McKinney,

Lorion,

Ç

Lax, Ig76;

NícCubbin

et a1., 1980; pearlin

&

schooler, r97B; and Rodin, rgTg) define coping multifariously. Leitlin
(1980)

in a study to assess the coping behavior of children states that

coping is
an actíve, adaptíve process of using strategies to
world ... Coping strategies are specific
behavioral consequences, holever sinrple or complex,
used to deal with specific challenges or problerns
manage oners

(p.

138) .

in a dissertation conceptualized coping as "an individualts
personal Tesponse to her partícular situation ... rt is a function of
Hecker (1979)

oners personarity and environmentfr (61101-B). Further, Lazarus, Averirl
and Opton (1974) agree

master a new

with l'{urphy (1962) thattrcoping is any atter^rpt ro

situation that

or gratifying" (p.

can be

potentially frustrating, challenging

250).

Tire young nother

nel situations daily,

interacting with her toddler exneriences old
even

hourly.

and external environnent, the

Depending upon

situations

rnay

and

the motherfs internal

result in her experiencing

stress in such forms as frustration, challenge, anð.for gratification.
Each mother consciously

or unconsciously employs a copíng strategy.

Her

7

coping strategy may or may not be successful.

I'.Ihy

a partícu1ar strategy

works one time and not another puzzles and exasperates r,any a rnother!
Laza'rus and Roskies

(i980) point out that coping and stress are inter-

trvined, a model of coping is a model of stress. Scott, Oberst and Dropkin
(1980) coined the phrase stress-coping.

with stress represents a gradual movement
specific goals and is a necessary characteristic of growth ... Cognitive strategies consíst of
the neuro-cognitive, affective, and physiological
response dimension (p. 17).
Coping
toward

Another researcher (Chalrners, 1980) defined coping strategies

utilízed

by

patients with chronic illness as behavioral, cognitive and emotional
ïesponses

.

Lazarus

et al. (1974) stuclied coping extensively

and

pointed out that
copÍng never can be assessed or evaluated without
regard to the envíronmental demands that create
the need for it in the first place. It is essential
that we discover how each tyoe of situation initiates,
shapes and constrains the forms of coping (p. 2SB).
Many researchers

(Dyer, 1963; Hobbs, 1968; Hobbs Ç Co1e,

1976;

, 1957; Rossi, 1968; Russelr , rg74; Ryder, rg73) have studied
holv the fanily copes with transition and expansion. I.{iller ancl Sollie
Lelrlasters

(1980) examined the well-being

of rnothers and fathers at

age

six

months

pregnant, at age of child one month and eight months. Both parents
experience

slight to

moderate decline

in personal well-being

and increased

personal stress over one year. P.ussell (1974) studied five hundred

and

eleven couples who were parents for the first time. He found that they
erperienced their first year of parenthood as 'tnoderately successful

well supplied with rewards'r (p. 300). htrat
period?
one

How do rnothers cope

or more other children?

happens during

and

the toddler

wíth one or more toddlers or one toddler

and

8

There

is a dearth of studies

rvhích

directly

examine

the coping

strategies of mothers of toddlers. Therefore, studies weïe examined

rvhich

investigated the coping strategies of different gïoups of subjects.
Varíous researchers used different nethodological techniques. Problens

related to generalizability, the instrunents chosen and response rates
were

discerned. Several researchers (Lowenberg, I970; PooIe

1981; Rose, 1975) used case

t1 Hoffinan,

studies. Their lack of generalizab:-líty was a

linritation as is any situation with a non-random, small sanple síze.
studies (Andreasen
Ç Spaulding,

Ç

Norris, 1972; Cohen, Dizenhus,

Ç

lr{any,

l/inget, 1977; Ford

I973; Tietz & Vidmar, 7972) developed instruments such

as

intervierus, which were described as intensíve, semi-structured or

structured, for the specifÍc sanples to which they were administered
as severely burned patients, bereaved fanilies, imprisoned sailors,

sucir

and

chíldren wíth juvenile diabetes. These instrtu:lents were combined variously

with denographic, health questionnaires, coping scales and/or inventories.

It

was thought

that these instruments

woulcl be unsuitable

for mothers of

toddlers as they were designed for i11 persons, children, grieving

fanilies or sailors. In

one study (Goldstein & Adans, 1967)

four

groups

of undergraduate students were exposed to a tension-arousing filn in

a

laboratory setting. Coping responses Lrere measured by skin conduction,
which

is an inappropriate nethod for the present study. Hoffnan and

Futterman (1971) studied terminally-i11 children and

they waited in a hospital outpatient clinic.

their fanilies

as

The researchers developed

an alternative intervention and assessed hor.¡ the subjects responded by

observation and a simple scoring systen. Horvever, details of the
research design were not included

of the last two studies it

was

in the report of the study. In

both

felt that the instruments would be unsuit-

I
able for a study of the copíng strategies of nothers of toddlers.
some

studies (Eagle

Ç

Burke, 1968; Needle, Griffin, Ç svendsen, lgs1)

utilized nailed questionnaires.

Horvever,

this

approach can

result in

disappointíng response rates as well as a decreased sarnple size due to

inaccurately completed forms (Polit

€1

Hungter, 7978). For these ïeasons,

mailed questionnaires was not a rnethod consídered for the present study.
Four other studies,
emergency and

of children

in which the samoles viere: 1) patients in

an

a hypertensive clinic, 2) children, 3) nurses, and 4) rnothers

between

four

and

eight years, tveïe reviewed. These studies

atso had some methodological implications for the present study. In the

first study, Jalowiec

and Powers (1931) developed a measulcement

of

coping

behavior, which they administered to a sample of twenty-fíve patients in
ernergency and eighteen

patients in a hypertension clinic.

Forty coping

strategies were constructed from a review of the literature on coping
and

adaptatíon. A Likert-type five-point format

were surn¡ned. The content

critical review of

validity

rvorks by

was used, and scoïes

was based upon

the intensíve

and

authorities. A test-retest reliability

was

established (Spearmants correlation ï = .79 < .001). The strategies

v/ere

divided into problem-oriented and effective strategies by twenty
volunteer judges, whose interrater reliability

was eightl,-f1ve percent

overall. subjects were asked to indícate which if any of the

coping

behavíors they would use and to indicate their degree of use, The scale
consisted of general coping strategies. Mothers of toddlers nay well have

additíonal coping strategies related to specific incidents invotving
toddlers.

rn the second study, zeitlin (1980) developed a child's
inventory based on a revierv of the literature"

The

child is

coping
presented

10

rvith a challenging, difficult
Tesponsewas scored

or different situation.

The childts

by an observer" Interrater reliability

reliability co-efficients

were reported

and

split-half

to be statistically signíficant.

Tests used were not indicated. scores of rrnormal" and handicapped

children were

compared and

a statistical difference was found.

coping inventory vras reported as having

it

was

The

validity for children, for

v¡horn

designed. It would not be a valid scale for mothers of toddlers.

In the third study, intensive care nurses who cope with
arnounts

of stress were the subjects of the research.

developed anecdotes about neonatal nursing

unusual

Jacobson (1979)

stress from two hundred

and

twenty incidents described by eighty-seven nurses. These incidents were
reduced
These

to fifty-two by a paner of five expert neonatal nurse judges.

fifty-two

incidents.

were reduced

to ten categories based on the

The researcher had

themes

of

the

the neonatal nurses soït the fifty-tivo

incidents into five categories frorn least stressful (1) to most stressful

(5) in an effort to
Jacobson thought

make, given

compare and

that five

quantify the stressful incidents.

was as many

distinctions as subjects

could

the length and stressful nature of the items (p. l1S).

Stressfurness and item frequency were not significantry correlated.
However, the

In the

tests used were not indicated.

same

study, a sample of sixty-one neonatal nurses from eight

hospitals in three states were asked to respond to ten incidents.

One

high stress incident and one lolv stress incident were chosen from the

five content categories, developed frorn the two

hundred and

incidents. Tile nurses were instructed to list for
ways

tf

each

tlenty

incident all the

they could think of to cope with the incidentt' (Jacobson, 7976, p. 159).

The responses Ìvere open-ended and voluminous" A randor¡ sample

of tlr'enty-

11

eight percent was selected and anaryzed. Follorving a review of the

literature, a list of thirteen coping strategies
were uníformly worded, and considered
anong

valid.

was developed, which

fntercorrelations

rvere done

the thirteen strategies. The researcher included behavioral

illustrations of

each strategy

in order to increase the reliabilit¡r

and

the validity of the tooI. Utilizíng the ten incidents, the neonatal
nurses were asked

to indicate the likelihood that they rvould use each

of the thirteen coping strategies in relation to each incident. A fivepoint scale was developed. Nurses r{eïe encouraged to take rra break after
every three or four incidentsr' (Jacobson, rg76, p. 277). The researcher
examined biographical data

in relation to the nurses' reported use of

coping strategies. This study had many aspects which weïe promising for

the present study. However, the coping strategies useful for neonatal
nurses would not be applicable

to rnothers of well-toddlers.

Fina1ly, Grusec and Kuczynsìci (1980) developed twelve tape-recorded

disciplinary situations

rvhj-ch

age 4-5 and twenty nothers
made

to direct the

mothers

t

they presented to tr,renty nothers of children

of children age 61a-B yeats.
Tesponses

to the incídents.

No atternpt

Responses tvere

tape-Tecorded, transcribed and coded. The researchers noted

limitation of their study
rvould respond

unacceptable

was the question

of the extent to

with incidents of behavior that

rr,as

that

a

rvhich nothers

the1, fs11 would be

to the researcher. However, seventy percent of the

socially
mothers

said they ruould hit, spank or yelI at their children; indicating that the
rnothers

felt free to report

such behaviors;

that

"disinhibiting" had
occurred. Validity testing of the instrument by a panel of rnothers rvas
not incorporated into the study. However, it was stated that
sorne

there was a high degree of ínterrater reliability
the assigninent of motherst ïesponses to various

in

I2

categories of discipline, with ninety-five percent
agreement between the second author and a person
naive to the purpose of the study and to the
literature on child discipline (Grusec & Kuczynski,
1980, p. 3).

In reviewing the literature no coping inventory

was found rvhich

was

related specifically to rnothers of toddlers, and rr'hich lvould answer the

question:

How do

nothers of toddlers cope? hrhat method could be used

to deternine the coping strategies of nothers?
directly with their children
for analysis

was

and recording

Observing rnothers coping

the incidents on videotape

considered. The influence of social desirability

on

the mothersr coping strategy was a concern. Horvever, it was also tirne,
exlpense and

availability of

videotaping,

equipment

One approach used

that discouraged the pursuit of

in the literature

was 'lincidentsrr.

Flaskerud (1979) refers to those

short,

compact descriptions which exemplify the
The
concept under consideration as vignettes
use of vignettes in a measuring instrument is a
valid and desirable nethod of eliciting responses
(p. 2I0) .

Flaskerud suggested

that an atter,rpt should be made to establish validity

of the vignettes by literature revier,,', submission to exf)erts

and pretesting,

but even then validity is not conclusive. "Validity is the degree to
which an instrument measures what it is supposed to be measuring" (Po1it
Ç

Fiungler, 1978, p. 434), In the present study, the researcher chose

vignettes as a stimulus to which mothers could respond. Their responses
were considered

to be their reported coping strategies.

The

validity of

these vignettes referred to the degree to wirich mothers vielved them as

incidents to which they could respond and thus describe the strategies

that they would or did utilize to
was rnade

to establish

sor,re degree

cope ruith

their toddlers.

An attenpt

of validity for the vignettes, by pre-

\3

testing

them

with a group of rnothers of toddlers.

Another consideration was the social desirabtltty of the motherst

responses. lVould the mothers' respond as they said they would or rvould they

report the coping strategies which they felt would be most socially
acceptable? If the mother had never experienceð, a particular incident
rvith her toddler, would she cope rvith the incident using the

sarne

strategies as she reported? The vignettes t{ere stimuli rvhich provided
the mothers with opportunities to díscuss their coping strategies.
The

literature review has provided the researcher with the basis

for the conceptual

framework which fol1ows.

Conceptual Framework
The concepts

of stress

and coping fornr the underlying franelvork of

the study. Coping is envisioned as a motherrs response to a situation in
which she

is interacting with her toddler.

Coping strategies are

responses, lvhich mothers enploy lvhen interacting rvith

their toddlers.

The

coping strategies enhance or reduce the stress produced by the interaction

with the toddler. Itfothers respond nultifariously.
which rnothers respond

The incidents to

daíly reflect the environmental variation,

internal and external, which the mothers experience.

both

l"tren a mother caïes

for her own and/or other children aIL day 1ong, the increased stress

she

experiences rnay affect her coping strategies. A rnother may have
experienced a
coped

similar incident with her toddler previously.

She may have

rvith a particular situation lvith one or rnore other children

lvhen

they were toddlers, andfor with the child rvho is a toddler now. It is
possible that her previous experience rvi11 affect her coping strategies.
The

following

scherna

is an atteript to visuaTíze the conceptual framelork:
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Schena 1:

Ilother-Toddler Interaction I

External

New or

envíronment
Fami

Previous ly
Developed

ly,

Mother

Stress-

and

Toddler,

I

-Related
Incident

others

L___

Necessitates -----

v

Coping

Strategi

es

Feed back Loop

The mother and

toddler interact, and the mother experiences a degree of

stress which necessitates that she utilize previously used coping

strategies or develop

nerv

ones.

The coping stTategies

of the

mother

provide feedback to the child, to the rnother herself, and to the family.
Research

Questions. The questions to rvhich the present resealcch is

directed are as follows:
1) l\hat were the reported coping stïategies of mothers of toddlers to
stress-Telated incidents involving children?
2) Which incidents did mothers ïeport as being associated with no stress
or 1ow, moderate or high levels of stress?

Definitions.

The

following terms were defined for the purposes of this

study as:

1) coping is defined as how a rnother responds to a situation
ín which she finds herself.
2) Coping strategies are the specific responses wjrich the
mother develops and uses to deal with the situation.
3) A toddler is a child betrveen the ages of lB months and
42 months.

4) A mother is an individual who is between lB and 40 years
of age and rr'ho has a toddler and/or one or more other
chi 1dren.

5) Stress is t'a condition of tension rvithin an individual
which occurs as a response to one or rnore stressorsrr
(Levine Ç Scotch, 1970, p. 2I).
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6) Stressors are defined as rrany condítion that ís posed to
the índividual or organism for solution ... Stressors in
the family vary greatly not only in form and severity but
in degree of continuity. Some stressors are marital
conflict ... sibling rívalry, or child-rearing practíces
... An element that is a stressor in one family may not
be for anotherrr (Levine Ç Scotch, 1970, pp. ZI-22).
Assurnptions. The following assumption was basic to the pursuit of this

investigation: that the reported coping strategies reflect the behavior
of the rnothers.
Ethical Considerations.

The

sanple consisted of mothers who had volun-

teered to participate in the study. The nothers t.rere given a copy of the

for Requesting Subj ect Participationrt (see Appendix

'rPrepared Staternent

The rnothers were requested

ídentity of the subjects

to sign a consent form (see Appendix B).

v/as

A)

The

protected by coding the guestionnaires, the

Stress Level of Vignette l'leasure, tapes and transcribed responses. This
was done

to provide confidentiality for the client.

Tl-re

researcher

was

the only person who knel the identity of the subjects, and did all the

coding.

The researcher kept

In a period not to
The tape-recordings
measure

will be

the identity of the c1íents confidential.

exceed three years, the rarv data

will be destroyed.

will be erased. Questionnaires and the stïess

shredded by the researcher.

During the sessions, the researcher made no judgmental coinnents at
any

time.

The mothers were assured

that there

were no

right oï

wïong

answers. If the researcher envisioned that a mother t{as experiencing

sorne

discomfort as a result of her candid ïesponse to individual incidents,
she indicated her willingness

to be available at the

end

If problens or concerns rvere identified, the researcher
appropriate referral.

of the session.

suggested the

"

I6
The mothers were informed

any tirne without

fear of reprisal.

would discuss the

the study.
anonyrnity

Any

that they could wíthdraw from the study at
They were

results of the study with

told that the researcher

them follorving completion of

publication resulting from the study will protect the

of the subjects.

The research proposal was presented

to

the

Ethical Review Cornrnittee of the School of Nursing for approval. A letter

of approval

rvas

received (Appendix C).

Limitations of the Study. lvfothers only were studied, not because fathers
were viewed as unimportant

but due to time restraints. The inclusion of

fathers would be desirable for future studies. The sarnple was linited

in its size, and it

was a convenience sample as mothers weïe

not

randomly

sanpled. Recal1 distortions limited the validity of the motherrs
description of her coping strategíes. Reported rather than observed
coping strategies was a further lirnítation.
mothers would respond

lVhether

and

whether

or not unacceptable behavior could be

observed more accurately than reported

validity

of

with socially unacceptable answers is a recognized

limitation of the study.
utilize vignettes, it

The question

was recognized

reliability.

is doubtful. In deciding to

that a lirnitation

was

their lack of
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Ì4ethod

The study was descriptive
knowledge about
The selection

nethod

in nature

because

of the dearth of

previ-ous

the specific coping stTategies of mothers of toddlers.

of the sarnple, the developnent of the instrurnents,

of data collection

and the data analysis

ís discussed in

the

the

following section.
The Saniple

A convenience sample was used which "entails the use of the most

readily avaíIable persons or objects for use as subjects ín a studyrr
(Polit

Ç

Hungler, 1978, p. 454). The t)?e of convenience sarnpling used

was snowball

sanpling. This method of

sampling was chosen

to

avoid

problens inherent in obtaining subjects fron physícians and Child Health
Centres and

such sources. Obtaining a sample frorn a physician

in an illness bias
age

of eighteen months.

venience

at the risk of

sample consisted
was

and Child Health Centres
trSnowball sanpling
sample

result

rarely see children over the
offers the researcher

con-

bias'r (Polit & Hungler, 1978, p. 454).

The

of mothers from the geographical area of l{innipeg, which

of thirty-two
was considered to be a sufficient number. The rnothers t ages

utilizeð for its accessibility

rnothers

rnay

ranged between twenty-one and

and numbers. The sample

forty,

and they each had

toddler eighteen to forty-tlo months.
and they

all lived ruith a spouse.

at least

one

The mothers were English-speaking,
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Instruments

Since no ínstruments were found

to operationali ze the research

questions, two instruments were developed. One of these instruments

was

in the form of vignettes to which the nothers were asked to respond.

The

other was tire Stress Levé1 of Vignette Measure. These are described
below:

1) Vignettes (see Appendix D). Vignettes were one or two sentence stTessrelated incidents involving an interaction between a rnother and her

toddler. Thirty-two vignettes
experience and the

r{rere developed, based upon

literature.

In an attempt to establish
the following procedure
(one rnarried

the researcherrs

was

with children,

with a lilasterrs degree,

some measure

utilized.

Five wornen, including two secretaries

one married

one rvith

of validity for the vignettes

without children), two nurses

(one

a Bachelorrs degree, and both narried

without children), and one mother with two toddlers, were asked to sort

the thirty-two vignettes so that similar vignettes rvere grouped together.
The

in

result

each

was twenty-three groups

group.

The researcher

of vignettes, with

arbitrarily

one

or

more vignettes

chose a reÐresentative vignette

from each group which had rnore than one vignette. Thus, nine vignettes
were eliminated, leaving a remainder

pilot in July 1981, five
vígnettes.
money
some

Tivo mothers

for drugs

was

rnothers

of tlventy-three vignettes. In

a

of toddlers were asked to respond to

the

indicated that the incident involving the lack of

not realistic for

them

but agreed it was realistic for

rnothers. Therefore, the vignette was retained.

One mother

indicated

an inciCent involving a blanket was not realistic for her 'rbecause it
would never occur

in ny house't. However, the incident

majority perceived it as realistic.

was retained as the
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The mothersr consistency

of

Tesponse was tested

by the inclusion of

a

duplicate vignette (Vignette twenty-tlo), in which only rnínor details were

Vignette two. rrFriendtr replaced ttcousintr, "backyard" replaced
I'p1ayroom", and rrtricyclerr replaced 'f toysrr. The two vignettes were
changed from

separated by twenty other vignettes, so as

to disguise further their

duplication.

2) Stress Level of Vignette Measure" (see Appendix E). The Stress Level

of Vignette

Measure was developed

by the researcher in order to determine

the stress rnothers perceived that they would or had experienced in relation

to

each

vignette" It is

produced by each vignette

assurned

that

each mother would perceive

differently.

will be nore stressful than others.
gave the mother an opportunity

For

some

the stress

mothers, some vignettes

The Stress Level

of Vignette

to indicate the relative stress of

Measure
each

incident (vignette) for her. The levels of stress rvere as follows:

High

stress, rnoderate stress, low stress, and no stress. Four categories of
response were chosen, as a greater number would have created problems with

distinguishing between categories. By using four categories it was hoped

to reduce the tendency to select the niddle netural category in an oddnunbered

scale.

The scale was pretested

in July 1981. lt{others had no

difficutty identifying their perceived Ievel of stress ín relation to

each

vignette.
DemograÞhic

Interview Questionnâire

The denographic interview questionnaire provided the researcher with

infornation about the families in the sample (see Appendix F).
demographic

The

variables were the age of the mother, number of children,

type of residence, current employment status of parents, and the mothersf
educational status. These variables were selected in order to deterrnine
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the characteristics of the sarnple" Questions related to the mothers'

activities inside and outside the home, whether or not the nothers babysit
other infants andfor toddlers were other variables included. The researcher
was able then

to descríbe

some

characteristics of the

sanrple.

Data Collection
Data

collection occurred in

Decernber 1981 and January

7982. It

was

decided to ask acquaintances and fe11ol" students to provide the names of
mothers who had toddlers, and these mothers were asked
The researcherrs

initial contact was a fe11ow student

for other

names.

who provided the

researcher with the name of a mother who had organízed a Community Centre

play group. The researcher visited the play group and invited the eligible
mothers

to participate in the study" There were seventeen mothers who

volunteered. All seventeen participated in the study" The renaining

fifteen mothers were acquaintances of the play group mothers,

the

researcher or fel1ow students, and were contacted and asked to participate

at Iatet times"
uti

1i

More mothers rvere

available than the researcher could

ze .

The researcher contacted each mother

personally and provided her with

standardized information about the study (see Appendix A). Mothers r{ere
asked

to sign a consent form in which they agreed to lvithhold infornation

from possible subjects until the study had been completed (see Appendix B).
Every eligible mother who was approached agreed to païticipate.

The

researcher phoned each of thirty-one of the mothers the evening prior to

the arranged interview day. Thirty-one mothers lvere available as arranged.
One mother who had

not been contacted

Another meeting r{as arranged

was

not

home on

the interview

day.

for the following day. Data was collected

the researcher at the place specified by the mother. The time

was

by

2I

negotiated around the schedule of both the rnother and the researcher.
Twenty-nine

of the interviews were carried out in the motherst hones.

mothers were interviewed

at work in an office

and one interview

Two

was

conpleted in a vacant university room. Mothers usually chose the early
afternoon when their children were sleeping, and only two mothers chose

evening.

Sorne

an

interviews were done rvith toddlers and babies present

throughout the interview, or during parts of the intervier+.

vigaettes were presented to the mother verbally and on written

The

cards, and they were presented in the same order" The nothers were asked,
rrHow

would you

or did you cope with this incident?'r

told that there
respond as

were no

correct or incorrect

if the incídent had or

were tape-recorded

The mothers were

ansr^rers, and were asked to

was happening

to thern.

The responses

for the convenience of both the mothers and the

researcher, since ít requires less time to record than to write the
responses and
expressed

the accuracy of the response is increased.

Sorne rnothers

initial uneasiness about being tape*recorded, but there

mothers who refused

were no

to be tape-recorded.

After the mothers responded to all of the vignettes, they were
requested

to sort the vignettes into four piles, according to the Ievel of

stress the mother perceived that the incident in the vignette would have

or

had had

for her.

The mothers recorded

the 1evel of stress on the Stress

Level of Vignette lr{easure form. Finally, the inothers leere asked to complete

a demographic questionnaire (see Appendix F). The researcher assisted
the mothers as necessary, by clarifying questions" The researcher

examined

the questionnaire for corpleteness of response.
The

following procedures ivere utilized to minimize elrrors in the

study and to provide consistency. The procedures were as follows:
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a) The interviews were done by the researcher, using prepared
instructions (see Appendix A).

b)

Mothers were
ansr{ers.

told that there

c)

The trventy-four vignettes were presented
to all the mothers.

d)

The researcher did not respond to
responses to the vignettes during

were no correct

or incorrect

in the same order

or discuss the motherts
the data collection.

e) If unusual situations arose, such as child abuse, during
the interview, the researcher would respond as a Community
Health Nurse, and then refer the client to the appropriate
agency. The .nother would be excluded froin the sarnple.
(No unusual
excluded) .

f)

incidents occurred and therefore no mother was

The motherst responses rvere transcribed from audio-tapes to

five by eight cards by a typist.

g) Confidentiality of the respondent's answers was assured by
numerical coding of tapes and questionnaires. No names
appeared on any data collection forms or materials.
Data Analysis
Each response was

transcribed onto an index card. There were threnty-

four vignettes with thirty-tlo responses, one frorn each mother.

of analysis

was

the theme (Holsti, 1969) of the motherrs whole

to the incident in the vignette" This

therne lvas

The

unit

response

the dominant aspect of

the response which best reflected the coping strategy of the mother.
Each

to

vignette was considered separately and the thirty-ttvo responses

vignette were coded into not more than five categories per vignette"
An rotherr category vJas used, for unclassifiable responses, when necessary.
each

Each category represented

whole response

the dominant therne arising fron the motherrs

to the vignette.

The ernerging categories were defined as

clearly as possible so that other coders
Then, the responses were sorted
response cards were

rvould recognize

the category.

into the categories and recorded.

shuffled then and resorted into the categories"

The
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Further adjustments were made in order to clarify the definitions.
Tesponses were
v/as repeated

A panel

be recoded

One

resorted a third tine if necesary. The total process

for

of the twenty-four vignettes.

each

of judges selected every third vignette as the vignettes to

in order to establish intercoder agreement.

done by two

The

clincial nurse specialists with Masters

The recoding

Degrees

was

in Nursing.

of the coders had erpertise in lvfaternal and Child Nursing and the

other had expertise in Psychiatric Nursing. They were given eight

vignettes and their accompanying categories and the mothersr responses

to the vignettes, and instructed to code thern in order, beginning with
the lolest number. They were to read the vignette, and the definitions

of the categories. Then, they were to read

each response

and

to sort it into the most suitable category.

for

each

in íts entirety

The procedure was repeated

of the eight vigaettes (see Appendix G).

The

results of the

sorting were compared with the researcherrs coding. The intercoder agreement hra.s the number

of

coding divided by the
was

coded responses which corresponded

total

number

sixty-nine percent, which

rvas

to the

of responses" The intercoder

not an acceptable 1eve1.

researchers
agreement

The categories

were redefined and the researcher sorted the responses. lthen the

researcher had defined the categories so

that an intracoder

agreement of

over eighty percent was reached, the responses were coded by lay coders.

Intercoder agreement between the 1ay coders and the researcher
considered acceptable

if it reached seventy-five percent or over.

all the vignettes had been
of

coded

was

}\hen

by the lay coder and an acceptable level

agreernent had been reached, every

five

was

sixth vignette beginning lvith

number

selected. Finally, two nursing coders with l{asters degrees in

Nursing were asked

to sort the responses into the most appropriate
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categories.

The

resulting intercoder

agreement between

the nurses and

the researcher was eighty-six and eighty-nine percent, respectively.
The data from a demographic questionnaire and the Stress Level of
Measure r{ere examined and appear

in Tables 1, 2

anð 3.
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Resul

I

ts

The der,rographic questíonnaire provided the researcher

with information

about fanilies in the sample. The denographic variables were the motherrs
group,

the number and ages of the cl-rildren, the type of residence, theír

current ernploynent status and the mothersr educational status. Other
variables included the rnothersr babysítting obligations and volunteer

activities

and

their

husbandsr employnent

status"

The demographic data

are discussed belorv and present ôharacteristics.of the sample.
Demographic Data

It{otherst

Ages.

one percent

six

and

The analysis

of the demographic data revealed that eighty-

of the mothers in the sanple were between the

thirty-five years of age,

whereas

ages

of tlventy-

in the city of l{innipeg

according

to the latest statistics available only forty-four percent of the women
rqere

in the

age category

twenty-five to thirty-four (see Table 1).
Table I

Age Groups

of

lVomen

in the Sample; in

Winnipeg

Sample

Age Groupa

I'Vinnipeg

Number

Percent

Age Groupb

Nurnber

Percent

2I-25
26-30

?

9.4

20

24

28,740

27

16

50. 0

25

34

45,665

44

31-35

10

3r.2
9.4

35

44

30,655

29

36 and over

3

*Stati sti cs Canada, L976.

na=32
nb = 105,060

age

2(

Families. All the nothers in the

sample rvere married and

spouse, however, one mother and one

father

a

rvere reported as being remarried

In ltinnipeg, eighty-nine percent of families
and eleven percent were lone-parent

living rvith

were husband-rvife far,rilies

fanilies.

All the families in

the

sanple lived in houses, while in 7976 in Winnipeg only sixty-five percent

of families lived in single-attached or single-detached dwellings
(Statistics Canada, 7976).
Thirty-one percent of the mothers had one chi1d, and sixty-nine
percent had more than one child (see Table 2). 0f these sixty-nine per-

cent, fifty percent of the mothers had

tr^¡o

children, sixteen percent had

three children and three percent had four children. The sample families
had one-point-nine children

per fanily, whereas, in Winnipeg, families

one-point-four children (Statistics Canada, I976). According to the

had

same

statistics, l'tinnipeg families have three-point-three persons per far.iily,
whereas

in the sarnple, there were three-point-nine persons per family.

Therefore, the families in the sample were larger and had more children
than the families in the l'/innipeg area in 1976"

Education. Thirty-four percent of mothers r{ere graduates of a university,

sixty-six percent of the mothers r{ere not university graduates but
grade eleven

had

or tlelve education (see Table 2). In l{innipeg only six

percent of women had a university education (statistics Canada, I976).
Enployment. Forty-four percent of the nothers \^rere employed either ful1-

time or part-time outside their homes, in occupations related to nursing,
stenography

in

1976

or clerking. Forty-six percent of married

women

in

lVinnipeg

participated in the labour force. Therefore, in relation to

ernployment

status, the

sample tended

to be some¡¡hat representative of

the
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Table
DEMOGRAPHIC DATA ON IvÍOTHERS

2

IN THE SA}ÍPLE, AND A COMPARISON OF THREE
IN IVINNIPEG*" (mothers - n = 32)

OF

THESE VARIABLES TO MOTHERS/WOI{EN

Population of mothers/
of l.{others wornen in Winnipeg**
Number Percent Number of Percent of
of
of
nothers/ rnothers/
mothers rnothers women
women
(mothers - n = 97,645)
10
31
35,365
36
16
50
ß4.20s
',t'""
3s
Sarnple

Variables
Mother with
one child
two children

three children
four children

five and over
Mothers education

university
non-university

s

16

7
0

3
0

11
21

34
66

14
18

44
56

4
28

73
87

928
23

72

I

24,510
3,565

25
4

(rvomen-11 = 2IL,445)

II,675
L99,770

6

94

Mothers enployment

outside hone

full or part-tirne

non-ernployed

46
54

Mothers enplo¡'nent

inside

hone

fu1I or part-tine
non-enployed

Mothers babysitting

full or part-tine

non

Mothers volunteer work

inside

hoine
Yes

4

No

r2"5

28

87.5

21
11

66
34

77
15

4s

16
16

50
50

I4others volunteer work

outside

home

Yes
No

Mothers other

activities

Yes
No

I'.{others husbands
regular hours

I

53

working

Yes
No

*Statistics Canada, I976.
**Comparison v/as made on the

variable

number

of children rvith mothers in
rvomen in lVinnipeg.

l\linnipeg and on two variables education and employment lvith

¿Õ

rnarried
No

u/omen

in l{innipeg.

further

population of

the

cornparisons betleen

women was

sample

sample

part-tirne ínside their

homes

and making

answering

rnothers and the Winnipeg

possible, as no statistics were available related

to the remaining variables. In the
were employed

of

thirteen percent of

rnothers

in activities involving knitting

other saleable items, babysitting, and one in a telephone

service. Eighty-seven percent of

inside their

mothers were

not enployed

homes.

Babysitting. Twenty-eight percent of mothers reported that they did
occasional babysitting for other infants or toddlers. Seventy-tlo percent

of the mothers indicated that they did not do babysitting
mother reported caring

Volunteer work.

Some

and only one

for an older child on a regular basis.

mothers lJere involved

work inside and outside

in non-job-related volunteer

their homes. Eighty-seven percent of rnothers did

not do volunteer lvork inside their

hornes,

while thirteen percent

were

involved in bookkeeping and phoning" Sixty-six percent of the rnothers

participated in volunteer work outside their homes, such as, play groups,
La Leche League, church groups, and
were

associations. Thirty-four percent

not involved in such activíties.

Other

Activities.

Fifty-three percent of the rnothers in the

sarnple attended

a play group with their children (see Table 2). Eighty-eight percent of

the mothers reported participating in other activities that took up

sorne

of their time, such as day and evening classes, sports, blngo, crafts,
association meetings" There seemed to be a tendency for nothers to
involved in activities outside the horne, rather than inside the
whether they were voluntary

or enplolment activities.

and

be

home,

hhile not part of
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the questionnaire, it was noted that fifty-three percent of the mothers in

the sample were mothers who attended a play group and had been invited to

participate in the study.
Husbandsr Employment.

All the husbands were employed,

and

fifty percent of

the mothers reported that their husbands had regular working hours.
mothers found

that their

husbands

Some

irregular workíng hours were convenient

as ít provided then with an opportunity to go shopping alone, to work or

to participate in classes and other activities"
fn

summary,

a convenience sample of mothers was used. The sample

had

a larger proportion of nothers in the age group trventy-five to thirty-four,
and there were no single parents and

all the famílies lived in houses"

families in the sample had more children,

their participation in the labour force

and more years

was

of education but

sirnilar to other lVinnipeg

in 1976. The sanple of mothers in this study

was

The

t\Iomen

not necessarily

representative of rnothers in l{innipeg, therefore, no generalízations from

the sanple to the population

was

possible or intended.

Analysis of the Categories of Reported Coping Strategies. The first
research questíon in this study was rrl{hat were the reported coping strategies

of mothers of toddlers to stress-Telated incidents involving toddlers?""
In examining the data in relation to this question, the researcher analyzed
the mothersf responses to the incidents in the vignettes and searched for
dominant themes which emerged from the

data"

These doninant themes were

labe11ed and defined and represented categories
The motherst responses hrere sorted then

Each

of reported coping strategies.

into these categories.

of the vignettes, their definitions,

exarnples

of each category
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as I,/e11 as Stress Level

of Vignette

l4easure

for

each

vignette are described

below:

#1 You are in a hurry. Your eighteen month old toddler refuses
to come with you. He says I'No'? and ïuns arvay.

VIGNETTE

Reported Coping Strategy Categories.

Three categories ernerged fron the inothers t responses

in this vignette.

These were

controlling, enticing

to the incident

and expressing

own

feelings.

Definition of Categories and Exanples
1) Controlling.

The mother reported

that they had or would cope with

incident in the vignette by forcing the child to
may

tTy to persuade the child to

command

and the

come

accompany

her.

the

she

but in the end she assumes

child has no choice.

I would bodily take hín, even if he screamed because
yourve got to establish who is boss.
2) En-ticing.

The mother reported

that she had or rvould

incident in the vignette by trying one or
the child to

accompany

more r{ays

cope

with

the

of persuading the

her, and the child did go with her.

usually take her and explain to her where vle are
going and what we rvil1 be doing there. I often end
up bribing her to put her coat on, if you go there
wef ll go to lr{acDonaldrs on the way back.
We

3) Expressi-ng oiv-n feelings.
cope

The rnother reported

that

she had

or

wou1d

with the incident in the vignette by focusing on how the situation

affected her. The nothers

may

utilize other coping strategies but her

overriding concern is hol the incident affects her.

I found I had very little patience if things didn't
go, it rvould get me all in a huff, especially if
you were running out of tine. I lrould get all
steaned up.
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Stress level of vignette. In exarnining the 1evel of stress rvhich the
mothers reported lvas associated

with vignette one, only three rnothers

indicated that they perceived that the incident in the vignette had or
rvould have

a high level of stress for them. Eight rnothers indicated

that the incident

rvould

not be stressful for them. Eleven mothers

associated a rnoderate level of stress with the vignette (see Table s).

Your toddler and hís cousin are in the playroorrr. Your
toddler pu1ls the toys away frorn the other chi ld, and refuses to let

VIGNETTE #2

have any toys.

him

Reported Coping Strategy Categories.

Three categories emerged from the mothers

in this vignette.

These were

Definition of Categories

t responses to the incident

controlling, distracting

and guiding.

and Examples

1) Controlling. The mother reported that she would or had coped rvith
the incident in the vignette by taking charge of the situation

directing the childts activities.
or distracting

and

Other strategies, such as guiding

may have been attempted

but had failed and the mother

took charge and the child no longer had a choice.

I usually take the toy fron him and give it to the
other child and give him one. Sornetimes f have to
spank hini.

2) Distracting.

The mother reported

that

she ivould

or had coped with

the

incident by offering one or both of their children an alternative

object. Guiding and controlling

may have been

attenpted but nay

be

ineffective. The dominant theme is distracting the childrs attention.
I try and distract my child with another toy ...
I try and distract the other one then to play with

something else.

-t¿
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3) Guiding.

The mother reported

that she had or would

cope

with

the

incident in the vignette by attempting to teach the children hol to
share

with

one

another" The strategy

seems successful and

distracting nor controlling are necessary to

any

neither

extent. Guiding is

the dominant therne.
Nornally t^rith him f can sit dorr'n and just tell him
that he has a guest and when he goes over to sornebody
elsets place they will let hin play with theiT toys
and he must share and he usually wi1l.
Stress Level of Vignette MeaSure. Twenty of the rnothers reported that

the incident in the vignette would have a lorv leve1 of stress for then.
No mothers reported

that the incident would have a high level of stress

(see Table 3).

VIGNETTE #3 Your toddler has a favorite blanket. It needs replacing
but he will not take a new one. No blanket - no sleep.

Reported Coping Strategy Categories

Three categories emerged
They were

fron the motherst

responses

to this incident.

sustaining, withdrawing and substituting.

Definition of Categories
1) Sustaining.

and Examples

The mother reported

that

she had

or would cope with the

incident by letting the child keep the favorite article as long as the

child expressed a need for the article.
may have been used

tVithdraling and substituting

but the dominant theme is sustaÍning.

I have that" I just keep rvashing it, itrs all falling
apart in rags. I gave hin a netv one and the old
blanket, he keeps the old blanket beside hin and hers
haPpY.

2) Substituting.

The mother reported

that

she rvould

or had coped with

incident by providing the child with an alternative article.
emphasis

is

upon supplying an

the

The

alternative rather than upon withdrawing.
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The

child nay not

with several

have a special

article but nay have been provided

choices.

I think I would get a neiv one and place both of them
in the crib for a couple of weeks and gradually try
to work it over to the new one, trying to get an
identical one of course, because if this one is a
favorite they are not going to part with it too easily.
3) I'rrithdrawing. The mother reported that she would or had coped rvith the

incident in the vignette by weaning or breaking off the childrs habit

of clinging to a favorite article or person.
to sleep without the favorite article.
tried.

The

article

The

child

Substitution

may have been withdrawn

may

cry himself

may have been

by the mother or forgotten

by the child. The dominant therne is withdrawing.
had that with the soother" He lost his soother
just for a little while, he cried, I had bought another
one in the meantirne, but I didntt give it to him. I
would let hin cry I thínk" He went down we11, we
thought hetd cry without the soother but he didnrt.
We

Stress Level of Vignette l{êasúre. Twenty-three of the mothers indicated

that this incident

had no

or low stress

1eve1s

for

them and only two

reported the incident as having high stress whereas seven reported
rnoderate

stress (see Table 3).

#4 Your husband phones that he is bringing home an out-of-torrrn
guest for supper. Your toddler has a fever and is irritabre and your
housework and dishes are not done.
VIGNETTE

Reported Coping Strategy Categories
Trvo

categories ernerged from the mothersr responses to this vignette.

These categories rvere accommodating and negotiating"

Definitions of Categories and Examples
1) Accommodating" The mother reported that she had or would cope with the
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incident by having the guest for supper.

The mother

did not consider

any alternatíves.

I would probably rLm around and do the housework and
dishes rea1ly quickly, while I was carrying the baby.
I dontt think I would make too much of a fuss about
the guest coming" This had basically happened and
thatrs what Itve done, ffve just done it.
2) Negotiating.

The rnother reported

that

she would

or had

the incident by considering alternatives. The guest

coped with

may

or

may not

for dinner"

come

I think I would suggest that we â. gê+. a babysitter and take
them out, because I donrt believe in having company
when my kids are sick. ftrs not fair to the company
if they have to listen to crying. When ny kids are
sick I spend time with the¡n . ". we have cancelled
going out, but wetve never been in a situation where
peopJ-e have been coming over unless relatives and
then I have cancelled that.
Stress Level of Vignette Measure" Twenty mothers indicated that the

incídent would or did have a moderate 1eve1 of stress for them (see Table 3).

#5 Your husband has been out of work for a month. Your toddler
has developed a fever. Your doctor orders a prescription that costs
$25.00. Your bank account is at zero.
VIGNETTE

Reported Coping Strategy Categories
Two

categories emerged fron the mothers I reponses to the incident in

this vignette.

They were borrowing and negotiating.

Definition of Categories
1) Borrowing,

and Examples

The rnother reported

that

she had

or would

cope

with

the

incídent by obtaining funds from their family, friends or from the
bank,

usually go to relatives, maybe ny nother or his
his rnother to lend us the money.
We
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2) Negotiating.

The mother reported

that she would or had coped with

incident in the vignette by discussing the problem with the doctor

or the phannacist in order to meet the childrs needs.
theme

the
and/

The dominant

is negotiating with a health professional about the medication.

First I would talk to the doctor because a lot of times
the doctor doesnrt have to give you a prescription, he
can give you sarnples. I think the doctor would be more

understanding than the pharmacist"

stress Level of vignette Measure. Twelve mothers reported that the
incident would or did have a moderate level of stress for them (see
Table 3). An equal number of rnothers (eight) associated the incident

with eíther no stress or high stress.

VIGNETTE

#6 Your toddler

he is tired.

sucks his thunb at bedtime, during the day when
Fie always sucks his thunb when you take him out"

Reported Coping Strategy Categories
Two

categories emerged from the mothers t responses to the incident

in this vígnette.

These were acquiescing and

substitutíng.

Definition of Categories and Examples
1) Acqujescing. The mother reported that she had or would cope with the

incident in the vignette by accepting the childfs thumb-sucking.
mention was made

No

of providng a substitute for the child.

I did have one that sucked her thumb at bedtime but
is older shers very self-conscious about it.
I didnrt make any fuss about it at all. She grew
out of it rvhen she was ready.

now she

2) Sùbstituting"

The mother reported

that she had or would cope with

the

incident in the vignette by providing the children with an alternative
way

to fuIfilI

their

need

to suck,

and

for attention

and security.
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their thumbs. I give then the nipple.
f usually take ít rvith me when they go out. The only
tine they use it is when they are tired"

lvline donrt suck

Stress Level of Vignette Measure. Nineteen of the mothers reported that

there was no stress associated with the incident while no mothers indicated

that the incident had a high 1evel of stress (see Table 3). A total of
twenty-nine mothers indicated that the vignette had no orc 1ow levels of
stress.

VIGNETTE #7 You and your husband like to go out alone. As soon as you
put your coats on, your toddler begins to scream and cry. He refuses to
listen to the sitter.

Reported Coping Strategy Categories

Four categories emerged from an analysis

of the mothersr responses to

the incident in this vignette" The four categories were ignoring,

placating, anticipating and expressing

own needs"

Definition of Categories and ExanrÈles

1) Ignoring"

The nother reported

that she would or had coped with

the

incident in the vignette by going out with her husband irregardless

of the childrs behavior or of the motherrs guilt feelings"
may

The parents

explain where they are going, kiss the chitd goodbye and then

leave whether the

child cries or not. Placating and/or antícipating

are secondary.
Wetve had that experience often rvith the first one,
and not at all with the second one, what we used to
do is we weïe consistent in the babysítter rve used and
we would just turn on our heels and te11 him that we
would be returning and that rverd see him soon, and wetd
go"

2) Placating"

The rnother reported

that

she had

or v¡ould

cope

with

the

incident in the vignette by providing the child with treats and/or
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extra attention and/or a preferred sitter in order to encourage the

child to cooperate.
chi

The dominant theme

is pacifying or placating

the

ld.
That sometimes happens. But I explain that nomny and
daddy are going out for a little while ... and usually
you bribe - Ir11 bring you something - I usually have
a pack of gum in my purse that I give her" She likes
Grandma to come and play so it usually blows over.

3) Anticipating. The rnother reported that she rvould or had coped rvith
the íncident by preparing the child for the separation ahead of time.
The nother may include aspects

of pacífying the child but the prirnary

consideration is preparing the child for the event.

to leave her, we explain to her the
day before, telling her tmom and dad will be going out
and wer11 be back soonr and itrs always somebody she
knows and feels comfortable with. hlerve always
prepared her"
Whenever we have

4) Expressing

own

needs.

The mother coped

with the incident in

the

vignette by discussing her need to distance herself frorn the
children periodically. Ignoring and anticipating nay be included but
expressing own needs

is the dorninant

theme.

that happen quite often when they were little.
They go through a stage where they want to go with you

Werve had

but itrs for your own better interest to get out. If
you 1et your kids run your life itrs not good for thern
and itrs not good for you. I enjoy going out with my
husband, ïrrn with the kids tlventy-four hours a ð.ay"

Stress Lével of Vignette Measure" No mother indicated that the íncident
would have a high stress

level for her. Fifteen and twelve of the

mothers

indicated that the incident would or did have low and moderate levels of
stress respectively, for then (see Table 3).

#B You are bathing your toddler and another chi 1d. Suddenly
the phone rings. You answer it. Then you hear a piercing scream. The
older child has turned on the hot water tap.

VIGNETTE
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Reported Coping Strategy Categories
Two

categories emerged from the mothersr responses to the incident

in the vignette"

These ü/ere

reacting (non-preventative) and anticipating.

Definition of Categories and Examples
1) Reacting (non-preventative). The nother reported that she had or
cope

would

rvith the incident in the vignette by acting to provide the child

with the care or treatment she believes is necessary" Prevention is
a secondary concern.

I guess the first thing I rvould do is grab the children
and turn off the hot water and initially check them just
to see how bad the burn was.
Itd just have to race and see how badly anyone was hurt
and go fron there. If someone was badly hurt Ird take
them to the hospital"
2) Anticipating" The mother reported that she had or would cope with the

incident in the vignette by trying to prevent an injury by taking

definite precautions.

The motherrs main concern

is to avoíd

an

accident.

I would never do it, there is no way I would leave her.
I dontt even know what Ird do. frd just 1et the phone
ring or the doorbell or whatever. lVe have the tank
turned

down.

Stress Level of Vignette lr,leasure. T\renty-five inothers indicated that

they considered that the incident in the vignette had a high 1eve1 of

stress for them" 0n1y trvo mothers identified the non or

1ow

level of

stress (see Table 5).

#9 You have a nerd baby. It is lunch tirne. Baby is screaming
for a bottle. Toddler spills his soup all over the floor and is crying
for more.

VIGNETTE

40

Reported Coping Strategy Categories
Two

categories emerged fronn the responses of the nothers to the

incident in this vignette. These were responding to the toddler first or
responding

to the baby first.

Definition of Categoríes and Exanples
1)

Responding
cope

to the toddler.

The mother reported

that

she had

or

would

with the incident in the vignette by reacting to the toddlerrs

actíon first.
A similar situation has happened" I tend to the toddler
because the other one is crying anryay and that one I can
settle down and give hirn more soup and clean up. The
other one can be fed in five minutes. If I fed the baby
first and left the toddler yelling it might last half an
hour.

2)

Responding

to the baby.

The mother reported

that

she had

or would cope

hrith the incident in the vignette by reacting to the baby first,

the toddler and/or the

then

soup"

The first thing you try to do I guess, is shut everyone
up: Give the baby the bottle, give the toddler more
soup, then try to clean up.

Stress Level of Vignette }{easure. A total of twenty-five of the mothers

indicated that the incident had or would have a
stress for them (see Table

3)

"

1ow

or moderate leve1 of

The rernaining mothers were divided between

high and low stress.

#10 You are breast feeding your nerl,baby. Your toddler is quiet
inthenextroom"Youca11hinrbutthetodd1erdoesnotcome.

VIGNETTE

Reporting Coping Strategy Categories
Three categories emerged frorn the mothers

in this vignette.
and anticipating,

I

responses

to the incident

They were investigating-iinmediate, investigating-delayed

:
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Definition of Categories

and Examples

1) Investigating-immediate.
cope

The mother reported

that

she had

or would

with the incident in the vignette by immediately getting up

going to observe the toddler¡s activities.

There is no hesitation in

the notherrs decision to explore the situation. The doninant

is

and

theme

immediate investígation.

Itd go and see whatrs happening, when shets quiet
there is usually sonething happening. I would go.
If that happened Itd be there in a flash to see what
was going on" If hers quiet hers into nischief.
2) Investigating-delayed.

The mother reported

that

she had

or would

cope

with the incident in the vignette by periodically or at her leisure
check

to observe what the toddler

tùas

doing"

The

notherts responses

indicate that they felt no particular urgency about the situation"
The

child

may

or may not be in difficulty.

I think if they are quiet they are usually doing
something but I really think anytine they are doing
sornething quietly they should be encouraged, no
matter what it is but if it had been a lengthy
period of time Ird probably just peek around the
corner and see what she was doing.

3) Anticipating. The mother reported that she had or would cope with the
incident in the vignette by taking action to prevent a possible
incident from occurring. Investigating night be included
but the doninant thene is anticipating"
Usually when Ir¡n nursing right now, both of them are
on either side and Irm reading stories" If they are
in their rooms, they always answer and I guess if they
didnrt I would have to interrupt the nursing and go
and see rvhat was going on.
Stress Level of Vignette Measùre. Fourteen rnothers each indicated that

the leveI of stress they associated with this incident

rvas 1ow and non-

existent. Only one mother indicated the level of stress ivas high
Table 3) "

(see

/1

# 11 You and your toddler are visiting at your friendts home"
There are ornaments on the tables. Your toddler deliberately pushes an
ornanent off the table, breaking it.

VIGNETTE

Reported Coping Strategy Categories

Three categories emerged from the mothers

in this vignette.

These were

disciplining,

t responses to the incident

compensatíng and anticipating.

Definition of Categories and Exarnples

1) Disciplining.

The mother reported

that she had or r,¡ould

cope

with

incident by reprimanding or correcting the chi1d. Compensating

the

and

anticipating are secondary. The dominant theme is disciplining

the

chi1d.

That happened only once. He got a severe warning and
a spanking and I had to pay for it and I told hin if
he ever did it again herd be a dead kid. He understood
that herd done wrong and he never did it again.

2) Compensating. The mother reported that she had or would cope with the
incident in the vignette by offering to replace the ornament and/or
apologi

zing.

The mothers may

is replacing the

by

chastise the child but her main concern

ornament and/or apologi z:-ng"

The first thing I would do is apologize for what he
had done and offer to replace it if I could" lVith
toddlers I find that there is not much you can do
when you are out other than talk to them or renove

then fron the situation.

3)

Anticipating"

The mother reported

that

she had

or would

cope

with the

íncident in the vígnette by mainly attenipting to prevent an accident"
They would

put the ornaments away andfor assist the child to look at

the object and explain that it
prevention.

was

not a toy. The dominant theme is

')
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I usually te11 whomever I visit that he is tlo years oId
to put anything arvay that they would not want broken.
He will pick up things, but I give him something else to
play with and he forgets about it"
and

Stress Level of Vignette Measure. Twenty of the mothers indicated that

the leveI of stress they associated with this incident was or would be
rnoderate. Nine found that the incident lvould have a high level of stress

for then while only three mothers identified

1ow

or no stress (see Table 3).

#12 Toddler runs around the room. You te11 him to stop several
tirnes and he keeps running. Suddenly he trips, falls against the coffee
table. There is blood running down his face"
VIGNETTE

Reported Coping Strategy Categories

Three categories emerged

in this vignette.

fron the

They were seeking

mothers

t responses to the incident

professional he1p, guiding

and

comforting.

Definition of Categories

and Examples

1) Seeking professional help. The mother reported that she had or
cope

would

with the incident by assessing the injury and seeking professional

help from a doctor andfor hospital. This is the motherts dominant
concern.

Itd check and see how he is and then ltd put something
on the bleeding to stop it.
If it is a big gash Ird
have to take him to the hospital"
2) Gúiding.

The mother reported

that

she had

or

r,¡ouId cope

with the

incident in the vignette by assessing the injury and then commenting

to the child about

why the

injury had occurred.

that kind of thing, I first of all nop up
the blood, try and calm her down, see that there is
nothing too seriously wrong and try and explain to her
that that was why I didnrt want her to run around the
Toom, f was afraid she was going to be hurt.
When she does
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3) Comforting. The rnother reported that she had or rvould cope with the
incident in the vignette by soothing the child and then assessing the

injury.

The rnotherrs

first concern ís comforting

and guíding

was

secondary.

Ifd comfort her first and as long as she wasntt too
badly hurt then remind her thatrs what happens when
she runs around, and shers told to slow down .".
first of all I think I rvould give her a cuddle.
Stress Level of Vignette lrleasure" Thirteen of the rnothers indicated that

the level of stress related to this incident

was rnoderate,

while twelve

indicated that the 1evel would be or was high for them (see Table 3).

#13 You put your toddler to bed at night. He gets up at 3
clinbs into bed with you and your husband every night.

VIGNETTE

and

a.m,

Reported Coping Strategy Categories
Two

categories emerged fron the motherst responses to the incident in

this vignette"

These were

Definition of Categories
1) Liniting.

limiting and complying.

and Exanples

The mother reported

that she had or ivould

cope

with

the

incident ín the vignette by establishing boundaries in relatíon to

their ïesponses to the childts demanrls"
to understand
lines

and meet the

when problems

arise.

childts

The

mother

needs but she

The dominant theme

rnay have attempted

sets definite guide-

is limit setting.

I would get up and take hin back to bed. We did that,
lost a lot of sleep when he was younger, running
back and forth. Hetd return two minutes after I took
him back" I would never let hin stay in bed with us.
I was always afraid he would get a habit of it"
we

2) Complying.

The mother reported

that

she had

or rvould cope rvith the

incident in the vignette by attenpting to meet the childis need for
attention and his demands. The dominant theme is complying rvith the
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childrs

demands,

with limiting a secondary consideration.

Very often. We just let her stay. He did it too
and he grew out of it ".. I feel that íf she needs
that closeness or that comfort, Itm not going to
deny it to her. Usually she stays, after all why
leave when yourre all cozy"
Stress Level of Vignette ltfeasure. Eleven mothers indicated that the

incident in this vignette would have or had a lol 1evel of stress
associated

with it (see Table 3).

However, nine and

eight mothers

reported rnoderate and no stress respectively.

#14 You are cooking dinner. Daddy is reading the paper. Toddler
is hanging onto your 1eg, whining - the telephone ríngs and Dad doesnrt
answer it.

VIGNETTE

Reported Coping Strategy Categories

Three categories emerged from the analysis

to the incident in this vignette"

These hrere

of the

mothers

negotiating,

I

responses

commanding and

accomrnodating.

Definition of Categories and Examples
1) Negotiating. The mother reported that she had or would cope with the

incident in the vignette by knowing or amanging with father that

will participate in such sitrrations on his
Tequest. The doininant

theme

own

he

initiative or at their

is cooperatíon betleen parents;

based on

pre-planning"
That happens often" If he isnf t reading the nel¡/spaper
hers reading some other magazine, but I just yel} at
him to either come and get the phone or come and get the
kid and thatts all there is to it. Hets pretty good you
know, he helps me a lot. l'fhen it has happened he usually
does something. hle have come to an agreenent.

2) Conmanding. The rnother reported that she had or would cope with the
incident in the vígnette by ordering/demanding that the father assist
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them by

participating in the situation. Evidence of negotiating is

missing.

The doninant theme

is

commanding.

That has happened and I shout at Daddy to either
take the child or answer the phone.

3) Accommodating. The rnother reported that she had or rr'ould cope with
the incident in the vignette by handling ít as best they could alone.
She may

call her husband or negotiate wíth him but she essent:ally

with the present situation rvithout help from her husband.

deals

The

doninant thene is accornmodating.

0h, I just pu1l the toddler with rne" Away we go to
the phone. That always happens, thatrs not unusual.
I donrt call tlnat a stress situation. Doing three,
four things at once at suppertime, thatt s not unusual.
That doesnrt phase me at all.
Stress LeVel of Vignette Nfeasure, Sixteen mothers indicated that the
leve1 of,stress associated with this incident would be moderate, while

four nothers indicated that the level of stress would be high for
and seven reported no

them

stress (see Table 3).

#15 Your toddler has a slight co1d" Suddenly he collapses
begins to twitch. His eyes ro11 and he does not respond.
VIGNETTE

and

Reported Coping Strategy Categories
Two

categories ernerged from the mothers I responses to the incident

in this vignette.
preventative)

These were seeking

professional help and reacting (non-

.

Definition of Categories and Examples
1) Seeking professional help. The rnother reported that she had or
cope

would

with the incident in the vignette by immedíate1y calling for help,

that ís, calling for an ambulance, the physician or the hospital.
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Little or no type of intervention

was attempted"

Itd phone 911 first and te11 them to send an ambulance,
then I would call the childrs doctor and let hirn knoiv
r^/erre on our way to Childrents, thatts where they
practise out of.
2) Reacting (non-preventative).
cope

The rnother reported

that she had or would

with the situation by assessing it and acting accordingly.

Seeking

help was secondary. Providing treatment based upon assessrnent is

the doninant

theme.

I think the first thing T rvould do is turn hirn on his
side so he didnrt choke or whatever, quickly check him
to see i-f herd developed a very high ternperature and if
that rvas the case Ird sponge hin pretty quick.
Stress Levél of Vignette Measure" Twenty-nine of the rnothers indicated

that the level of stress associated with the incident would be high

(see

Table 3).

#16 You arrive downstairs to find your toddler has preceded
is drawing on the walls with crayon.

VIGNETTE

She

you.

Reported Coping Strategy Categories

Three categories emerged from the mothers

in this vignette.

These were

t responses to the incident

guiding, disciplining and acquiescing.

Definition of Categories and Examples
1) Guicling.

The mother reported

that she had or would

cope

wíth the

incident in the vignette by taking the crayons away, explaining to the
child where the crayons were to be used and/or providing a supervised
place for coloring.
Punishrnent

is

She may shorv

secondary

or absent.

the child

horv

to clean the walls.

The dominant theme

is guiding.

that happen... We said that you donrt write
on the wa1Is with crayons, and I got some papeï and we
sat doiun and colored on the paper and when she wasnrt
watching I cleaned the wa1ls.
Wetve had
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2) Disciplining,

The mother reported

that

she had

or would

cope

with the

incident in the vignette by reprimanding or slapping the child, andfor
having the child clean up the rvalls. The dominant therne is punishment.
That happened a couple oftimes stilI.
I ask who did it
and they go - she did - so I dontt know. Ir11 take their
crayons away for awhile and then Ir11 spank them both and
send them to their rooms.

3) Acquiescing" The rnother reported that she had or would cope with the

incident by

acknowledgíng

and the rnothers take
chi

that toddlers do crayon on wa1ls

sometimes

1ittle or no action to reprimand or correct

the

ld.
Thatrs happened quite often. l\rhen I hide the crayons
they use the ends of the plugs and carve the rvalls:
they now use keys too.

Stress Level of Vignette Meásure. Fourteen of the mothers indicated that

the level of stress associated rvith the incident would be 1ow, while

thirteen indicated the level would be rnoderate (see Table 3).
#17 You find gum in your carpet that your toddler has spit out.
You say no more gum. Grandma says, t'Oh, poor baby", and gives the toddler
VIGNETTE
gurn.

Reported Coping Strategy Categories
Two

categories einerged frorn the mothersr responses. These were

directing and negotiating.

Definition of Categories

and Exanples

1) Directing. The mother reported that she had or rvould cope with the

incident in the vignette by informing or telling the grandmother or
other person ivhat the child could be given as a treat.
nay express some anger torqard the grandrnother"

The rnother
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Thatrs happened. Grandma doesnrt often understand that
the children have to be told and sometimes punished if
they do things that are v/rong, she seems to forget when
I was a 1ittle girl" Itl1 usually tell grandma that I
said no more gum and thatts it.

2) Negotiating. The mother reported that she had or would cope rvith the
incident by arranging with the grandmothers what the child could

have

as a tTeat that v/as agreeable to both the inother and grandmother.
grandparents may ask what

treats are acceptable.

The

The doninant theme

is negotiating.
The Grandmas haven't done that, they usually check with
ne first.
They get very 1ítt1e candy, we donrt have
any in the house and grandmas don't bring candy because
they know how I feel about it"

I give them, send horne with then, and
to then a treat has to be gum or candy, so werve gotten
to the sugarless gum business.

They ask, what can

Stress Level of Vignette Measure. There were twelve mothers who indicated

that the incident in the vignette would be or
moderate leve1
1eve1

had been associated rvith

of stress for them, but only three

of stress (see Table

#18 Yourve
baby and your toddler
VIGNETTE

3)

a

who reported a high

"

finally trained your toddler - you bring home a new
starts to soil hiinself.

Reported Coping Strategy Categories

Three categories emerged

but they were variations

based upon the

mothers' acceptance of the childfs behavior and needs. These were
acquiescing with

retraining, acquiescing with no retraining but extra

attention and acquiescing with no specific action.
Definition of Categories aúd ExamÞles
1) Acquiescing with retraining. The mother reported that she had or t"ould
cope

with the incident in the vignette by accepting the childrs behavior
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and attelnpting

to retrain the chi1d"

I think this is something that happens quite often,
unfortunately. I found that it helped to try to
explain to then and try to take then to the bathroorn
again and sort of retrain them. Make sure they are
going to the bathroorn regularly by reninding them.
2) Acquiescing with no retraining but rvith extra attention. The rnother
reported that she had or would cope with the incident by providing the

child with extra attention but no retraining is mentioned.
If thatrs a thing with jealousy, Ifd try to explain to
him that we love hin as much as the baby and try to
make more tine for hím, things like that so he wouldntt
feel left out. I wouldntt punish him for doing things
like that. Hetd probably have to start wearing a
diaper again.

5) Acquiescing with no action. The mother reported that she had or
cope

with the incident in the vignette by acceptíng

r'¡ould

and understanding

the childts behavior but no specific action is discussed.

I ignored it, I went along with it. I had heard that
this does happen and I was prepared for it. It wasnrt
too long, the novelty of the new baby wore off.
Stress Level of Vignette lr{easure" Ten of the mothers indicated that there
was no

stress associated with the incident in the vignette and nine

indicated low levels and twelve indicated moderate stress leve1s were
associated

with the vignette (see Table

3)

"

#19 Your 18 month o1d daughter refuses
go to bed. l{hen you put her to bed she starts to
you take her with you.
VIGNETTE

to go to bed before you
cry and only stops ivhen
!'

Reported Coping Strategy Categories

In the analysis of the data, two categories emerged.
routinizing or establishing a routine and controlling.

They were

rl

Definition of Categories and Examples
1) Routinizing.

The mother reported

that she had or would

cope

with

the

incident in the vignette by establishing a pattern for preparing the

child for bedtime. Enforcing the limits that the rnother has established
is secondary. The dominant theme is the establíshnent of a bedtine
routíne.

a routine since she was about a year old I
guess she usually has an orange and then brushes
her teeth, reads a book and then goes to bed.
She has

2) Controlling.

The mother reported

that she had or would

cope

with

incident in the vignette by insisting that the child reinain in
There

is no mention of establishing a routine.

the

bed.

The dominant theme

is controlling.
had this a couple of nights. IlJe were firm and
hirn cry, he is very placíd and when he does cry it
literal1y lasts only ten minutes at the nost.
We

let

Stress Level of Vignette Measure. Eleven of the rnothers indicated that

the 1evel of stress assocíated with the incident was low and another eleven
indicated the level was moderate, Six indicated a high level of stress
(see Table 3) "

#20 You are out shopping. Toddler finds a toy on the shelf
wants. It is too expensive and you dontt want to buy it. You take it
fro¡n the toddler - he lies on the f1oor, kicking and screaming.
VIGNETTE

he

Reported Coping Strategy Categories

Three categories emerged from the responses

incident.

These were

the

controlling, enticing and expressing feelings.

Definition of Categories
1) Controlling.

of the mothers to

and Examples

The mother reported

that she had or

rvould cope rvith the
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incident in the vignette by establishing

linits which the child must accept.
strategies

may have been

who

is

rrbossrt and

setting

Even though sorne entícing

tried, the main theme is controlling.

That has happened and I usually remove hir,r from there
and say itfs tíme to go home, and we go" Crying or
not we are going home.

2) Enticing.

The mother reported

that she had or would

cope

with the

incident in the vígnette by trying to distract the child with another

article or by pretending to leave the chiId.

The doninant theme is

enticing or distracting the child.
That has never happened, but I usually have something
in my purse that is his, a truck or a box of raisins"
I v¡ou1d comprornise and buy him sornething that I can
afford for a special treat.

3) Elpressing

own

of frustration

feelings.

The mother coped

and embarrassment

by expressing her feelings

often, Controlling nay be included

but the dominant theme is the motherrs expression of her feelings.

I rvould just bodily pick her up and if I was going to
buy sonethíng I donrt because I canft rvait in líne
when she is like that. I usually just leave the store
and get into the car and tell her that she made me
aîgry and that she canrt do that. I feel embarrassed.
Stress Level of Vignette lt4easure. All the mothers reported that there
would be some stress associated

with this incident"

Seventeen indicated

that there would be or had been inoderate stress experienced in relation
to this or a sirnilar incident (see Tab1e 3).
#21 You need to go to the market. It is very co1d. You dress
the oldest first, then the younger ones and finally yourself - you look
for the toddler and he has undressed hinself"

VIGNETTE

Reported Coping Strategy Categories
Two

categories frorn an analysis of the mothersr responses to the
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incident in the vignette.

These were

controlling

and

routinizíng-

anticipating.

Definition of Categories and Exanples
1) Controlling.

The rnother reported

that

she had

or would

cope rvith the

incident in the vignette by taking charge of the situation

and

dressing the chi1d, or telling the child to dress himself. The nother
may

threaten to leave the child.

There

is no mention of a plan to

avoid the incident.
That can happen but not cornpletely undressed. He may
take off his mitts, or hat and scarf, whatever, and
usually It11 just dress him again, getting angry in the

meantime.

2) Routinizing - antícipating. The rnother reported that she would or

had

with the incident in the vignette by developing a system of
dressing the children. The mother develops her system prior to or
coped

after the incident"

The system may be explained

totally or in part.

You try to persuade him to get back into his clothes
and because you have to go you just dress hin as best
you can ... taking note that you dress the toddler
last next time to prevent it from happening again.

Stress Level of Vignette N{eas-ure. Fifteen of the rnothers indicated that

the incident was associated with 1ow 1eve1s of stress, while only eleven
rnothers associated the incident

with

modeïate

stress (see Table J).

#22 Your toddler and his friend are ín the backyard. your
toddler pu11s the tricycle away from the other child and refuses to 1et

VTGNETTE

him have

it.

Reported Coping StTategy Categories

Three categories ernerged

incident in the vignette.

fron the responses of the mothers to

They were

the

guiding, controlling and distracting.
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Definition of Categories and Examples
1) Guiding. The mother reported that she would or had coped with the
íncident in the vignette by attempting to teach the children to share
and

at times supervising their p1ay.

The enphasis

is on sharing.

Controlling is a secondary consideration.

sharing. rlVe should take turns, horv
turn and then 1et your friend have a
turnt do it that way. I would have to supervise that
they were taking turns for a while I guess' If it was
just creatíng a real big scene, then I would take the
bike awaY.
2) Controlling. The rnother reported that she had or would cope rvith the
incident in the vignette by taking charge of the situation. The child
guess itts the
about you have a

I

has no

choices.

utilized.

No sharing was mentioned and

The dominant theme

distracting

was not

is controlling"

give it back to the other child and
meanwhile try to explain the situation and usually that
is acceptable. If he doesn't accept it I remove hin
fron the situation.

I take it

3) Dístracting"

away and

The mother reported

that

she had

or would

cope

with

the

incident in the vignette by offering or providing one or other of the
children a substitute. The mother might use controlling and/ot guiding

but the doninant thene is distracting.

I would say that happens. Usually I try to distract
then. If there is another child there I try to distract
one or the other with something and usually the other
one comes around.

Stress Level of Vignette Measure. No rnothers indicated that the incident
was associated

with a high level of stress. Sixteen of the

mothers

reported that the 1evel would be low for them and nine attributed no stress

to the vignette.

These

levels ivere similar to those reported by tire mothers

ín relation to Vignette two (see Table 3).
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cleaning the kitchen floor.
toddler upsets the milk all over the floor.
You have spent the morning

VIGNETTE #23

Your

Reported Coping Strategy Categories
Two

categories emerged fron the responses of the mothers to the íncident

in this vignette.

They were acquiescing and coaching.

Definition of Categories

and Examples

1) Acquiescing. The rnother reported that she had or would cope with the

incident in the vignette by recogntzing and accepting the incident

part of a childfs growing up.

The mother

cleans up the

mess

as

herself.

The

nother considers-, the incident as primarily accidental. The mother

may

or may not expïess anger or annoyance.

The dominant theme is

acceptance.

That happens all the time. You can leave the floor
dirty for nonths and tlrat day you clean it, they
are going to spill. Itfs just part of havíng toddlers
around.

2) Coaching. The rnother reported that she had or would
incident in the vignette by teaching the child
ness and/or by helping the
coaching

child clean it up.

or teaching the child a neur skiIl"

how

with

the

to clean up

the

cope

The dominant theme

is

Acquiescing might be

present but the enphasis is on coaching.

Ird give him a cloth and he can mop it up, he has before.
both wipe up the spiIls together"

l'rre

Stress Level of Vignette lt{easure. Sixteen mothers indicated that the

level of stress associated rvith thís incident would be a

1ow

level,

nine nothers reported that the incident ivould have no stress for
(see Table 3) "

and

them
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#24 You are busy in the other room. Your toddler is playing
quíetly in the kitchen. You hear a thud. You rush into the kitchen.
You find your toddler unconscious on the fIoor, beside a bottle of

VIGNETTE

household cleanser.

Reported Coping StÏategy Categories

Three categories emerged

fron the ïesponse of the mothers to

the

íncídent in the vignette. These were seeking professional he1p, Teacting
(non-preventative) and anticipating.

Definition of Categories and Examples
l)

Seeking professional
cope

he1p"

The mother reported

that

she had

or

would

with the incident in the vignette by inmediately contacting

health professional, hospital or

911

a

for advice. Anticipating or

preventing the incident are secondary considerations" For example,

control and ask for advice, then
probably take hin to emergency at the hospital"

Itd

phone poison

2) Reacting (non-preventative).

The mother reported

that

she had

or would

with the incident in the vignette by first assessing rvhat had
happened and determining if she should take action at home" Seeking
cope

help is secondary" For

examPle;

see what was rnissing in the bottle. I
would look on the bottle and see what to do, they
usually tetl you on the bottle. rtd do whatever it said
on the bottle and then phone the doctor.

I would check to

J) Anticipating"

The mother reported

that

she had

or would

cope

with

the

incident in the vignette by emphasizing that all the dangerous articles
would be out
secondary

of reach of the children. Calling for assistance

consideration" For

example;

all locked up and rnine have
never taken anything, that has never happened and I
hope it never does.
I keep all

my cleansers

r\Ias a
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Stress Level of Vignette Mejrsure" lthen the rnothers were asked to indicate
how

stressful the incident

had been or rvould be

for them, thirty of

nothers reported that the incident had a high 1evel of stress for

the

thern

even though some mothers indicated tjre incident had never happened to
them (see Table 3) "

Stress Level of Vignette lr'leasúre. The second research question was related

to the 1evel of stress the mothers associated with the incidents in the
vignettes. The question was 'rWhich incidents did mothers repoït as being
associated wíth no stress or 1ow, nnoderate or high levels of stress?t'.

In

exarnining the

results of the

mothers

t

responses

to the Stress Level of

Vignette Measure, it was observed that all thirty-two mothers attributed
some 1evel

of stress to the incidents in vignettes fifteen, twenty, and

twenty-four (see Table
which the

3)

"

child collapsed,

poisonous rnaterial"
one mothers

These three vignettes described incidents
had

a tempeï-tantïum or swallowed

In relation to vignettes eight

in

some

and eleven,

thirty-

indicated that there would be stress associated with these

incidents which ínvolved a potential burn and a broken inanimate

obj ect

respectively"
Nineteen mothers reported
wj-th

it"

that Vignette six

had no stress associated

In all other vignettes, at least eighteen

and as many as

two mothers indicated the incidents were stress-related

for them.

thirtyThis

could be considered to contribute additional evidence of the face validity

of the vignettes as stress-related incidents.
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IV

Di scus si on

The purpose

of

mothers

toddlers.
discussed

of the study

to describe the reported coping strategies

rvas

of toddlers in relation to stress-related incidents involving
The

results of the study have been presented

further in thís chapter.

examined under

The findings

and

will

be

of the study will

be

the headings; sample, method, recurring categories of

reported coping strategies and conceptual framework.

Sanple. The sanple of thirty-two mothers was a convenience sarnple and
therefore, different frorn Winnipeg mothers. The findings are not general-

izable. Holever, the study

was

descriptive and the findings

may be useful

to others who are interested in the coping strategies of nothers of
toddlers.
Lazarus

et al. (1974) pointed out that the environment in which coping

occulrs must be considered before coping can be assessed. One 1imítation

of the study
Mothers do
degrees

was

not

the fact that the fathers were excluded from the

cope

in isolation from their

sample.

spouses and have varying

of support. Thís aspect of the motherst

environment was ignored

for its token inclusion in Vignettes four, five, seven, and fourteen.
the mothers t Tesponses be different if they had responded in the

except
l'Jould

presence

of their spouses?

lVou1d

the categories of reported coping

strategies of the fathers be similar or different?

Ilethod" The researcherrs decision to utilize vignettes as a stirnulus to
which mothers could respond was

incidents

seemed

effective. lvlothersr

to vary depending

responses

upon the mother and the

the mothers responded to all the vignettes.

to

the

incident. All
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In reviewing the vignettes, the question of introducing adults into
the incidents arose. The purpose of usíng vignettes
rnothers

to

r^/as

encourage

to describe their coping strategies in relation to incidents

involving toddlers, not toddlers and other adults. ithen adults

were

introduced into the vignettes the researcher could not be confident that

the motherst responses were related primarily to the toddler rather than

to the adult. In designing this study, it might

have been advisable that

only incídents involving the child be used.
Some

response

difficulty

was experienced by the researcher

of the mothers.

Many

in analyzing the

of the responses seemed to involve

what

might be considered more than one coping strategy. In first attempting

to analyze what seemed to be several individual strategies within

one

response, several methodological probleins arose, such as weighting of

individual strategies within
to analyze the total

one response. Consequently,

Tesponse

of the mother,

it

was decided

based upon the dominant

therne concept.

The complexity

of the responses created difficulty in the analysis.

Defining the categories was crucial in order that the coders would be able

to sort the

responses

into categoríes with an acceptable

1eve1

of

agreement.

This required that the definitions be succj-nct and have clarity of theme.
The success

of this

method was

reflected in the level of intercoder agree-

ment obtained through consistent refinement
Face

validity of the vignettes

of the definitions.

was indicated by the

fact that

approx-

inately eight-one percent of the mothers reported that specific incidents
t{ere associated with stress for the¡n" No vignette rvas associated lvith
absence

an

of stress by all the rnothers and only in relation to Vignette six did

as Inany as nineteen rnothers indicated that they associated no stress rvith

that vignette (see Table

3)

"
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A type of Likert scale was utiLízed in the Stress Level of Vignette

Measure. A question arose as to whether or not this measure actually

and

accurately differentiated betleen 1evels of stress. An alternative approach
would be

to have the mothers indicate whether or not there

t^Ias

any stress

associated with the incident rather than atternpting to deternine a specific
leve1 of stress.
Recuïrent Categories of Reported Coping Strategies. An examination of the

reported coping strategy categories rvhich emerged revealed that there

were

several categoríes which recurred in response to different vignettes (see

Thirty-one categories emerged, eight of these recurred in

Table 4).

relation to three or

more

vignettes.

They were

anticipating, controlling,

acquiescing, negotiating, guidíng, reactíng (non-preventative), seeking

professional help and expressing own feelings. Each of these categories

will be considered separately.
Anticipating.

The category

most frequently was

of reported coping strategies which emerged

anticipating. ft

emerged from responses

to six different vignettes (see Table 4).
1abe1led by the researcher as

mothers

anticipating

of

rnothers

The reported coping strategy
seemed

in incidents in which there was potential

to be
harm

employed by the

to the child, that

is Vignettes eight, ten and tir¡enty-four. In the other vignettes there
was no danger

to the child but the incidents involved preparing the toddler

for separation from parents (Vignette seven), avoiding danage in
friendrs

home (Vignette eleven) and having

twenty-one)

a

to re-dress a toddler (Vignette

" All these stïess-related incidents

seemed

to involve situations

rvhich the mothers might perceive as preventable, and therefore, they might

utilize anticipating strategies to achieve that

goa1.
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Table
Summary: Categoríes

Categories

of

Acquiescing

Negotiating
Guiding

Reactíng (non-preventative)
Seekíng professional help
Expressing o!{n feelings
Enticing
Discip lining
Accommodating

Substituting
Distracting
Borrowing
Coaching

Comforting
Commanding

Compensatíng

Conplying

Directing
Ignoring
Invest i gating-de 1 ayed
Inves

ti gating-innediate

Limiting
Placating
Responding
Responding

Coping Strategies and

of coping strategies

Anticipating
Contro I ling

to baby first
to toddler first

Routini zing
Routini zing- anti cipating
Sustaining
lVithdrawing

4

their Related Vignettes

Vignettes

vignettes 7 r8,I0 r1I,2I,24
vignettes I,2,19,20,2I,22
vignettes 6 r16,18,23
vignettes 4,5,14,17
vignettes 2 rL2,76,22
vignettes B rI5,24
vignettes 12,I5,24
vignettes Ir7,20
vignettes 1,20
vignettes 11r 16
vignettes 4,14
vignettes 3r6
vígnettes 2 r22
vignette 5
vignette 23
vignette 72
vignette 74
vigrette 11
vignette 13
vignette 17
vignette 7
vignette 10
vignette 10
vignette 13
vignette 7
vignette 9
vignette 9
vignette 19
vignette 27
vignette 3
vignette 3
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Controlling. Another category of reported coping strategies rr,hich emerged
from the mothers t responses to the incidents in some vignettes rvas contro11ing. It

in relation to Vignettes one, trvo, nineteen, trventy,
twenty-one and twenty-two. In all the incidents, the toddlers had refused
to

comply

ernerged

t'¡ith the rnotherst wishes and it

that there r{as an issue

seemed

of power, authoríty or influence involved. As one rnother reported fryou
have to establish lvho is bossrr. The inother nay or may not have attempted
to utirize other coping strategies but the dominant theme v/as contïo11ing"
rt

seerned

that

ldhen

parents ïesort to the use of controlling, they

may

elimínate alternatives for the child" However, in some instances

controlling l{as only used as a last ïesort when other strategíes had
tried and were unsuccessful in achieving the mothersr goals.

been

Acquiescing" Anotheï category of reported coping strategies rvhich ernerged
and was defined and labelled by the researcher was acquiescing. It was
associated with Vignettes six, sixteen, eighteen and twenty-three (see
Table 4) " These vignettes involved thumbsucking, crayoning on wa11s,

regressing in toilet training, and upsetting a glass of milk on the floor"
Some

mothers accepted these incidents as

part of a childrs development,

a

progressive step in the chirdrs motor co-ordination or an expected
occurrence" As one mother reported j-n regard to the latter:

ï ignored it (regression in toiletting). r went arong
with it" r had heard that this does happen and r was
prepared for it. rt wasnrt too 1ong, tñè novelty of the
new baby wore off.
rn relation to vignette eighteen, acquiescing
was rnanifested

in all three categories rvhich

These were acquiescing

h,eïe

emerged

strongly as it

identified and

labe11ed"

lvith retraining, acquiescing rr,ith no retraining but
with extra attention and acquiescing rvith no action. Basically all the
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mothers appeaïed

to accept the behavior of their toddler in relation to

this incident in which there

was ïegression

mothers reported some varíation

thereafter

in

how they rvould handle

the

the incident

"

Negotiating" Another category which

to several vignettes
as

in toilet training, but

negotiating. It

t^ras

emerged from the rnothers responses

the reported coping strategy category

emerged

1abe11ed

in response to the Vignettes four, five,

fourteen and seventeen (see Table 4). These incidents involved the

toddler, the nother and another aduIt"

The mothers seemed

to negotiate

only when another adult was involved and it did not appear to be

a

strategy that notheïs utilized ín coping directly with their toddler.
This cateogry, which the researcher Iabe11ed as negotiating was related

It

to the toddler indirectly.
would agree

to

cope

appeared

to be

concerned

with

with the toddler" For example, in the

how adults

case where

grandparents were involved:

It

hasnr

t

happened

wíth gum, but lvith candy and chocolate

bars and stuff they bring over and we had to stop that.
Ask then to bring balloons or popcorn or something like

that, and even Trident gum.

Guiding" The category of reported coping strategies whicir

rvas 1abe11ed

as guiding emerged fron the responses to Vignettes two, twelve, sixteen
and twenty-two (see Tabl e 4)

mothers attellìpted

. In response to these vignettes

to teach their children

safety, or skills, such as crayoning.

some

of

the

new concepts such as sharing or

The mothers seemed concerned about

helping their children to learn rather than just preventing danage, for
example:

That happened upstairs" I told her not to draw on the
walls with crayons because tnomrny doesntt like it lvhen
you draw on the rvalls with crayons because itts alot of
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work to clean it offt and then I took her back to the
kítchen table and sat her doln with her cïayons, tyou

tel1 mommy and wet1l sit down at the table and we'll
draw togethert and Itve not had any problens since.

Reacting (non-preventative). This categoïy of reported coping stïategy
emerged

in relation to the

fifteen

and twenty-four (see Table 4)

response

of

some mothers

to Vignettes eight,

" The incidents in these vignettes
involved illness or possible injury to the toddlers. The main theme was
reacting with immediate action to provide care for the toddler" These
mothers seemed able

to assess the situation

and

to act accordì-ngty to

provide the needed intervention, which may oï may not involve the
assistance of health professionals oï emergency services.
Seeking professional

help.

Some

mothers responded

to the incidents in

Vignettes twelve, fifteen and tlventy-four rvith responses which were
categorized and labelled as seeking professional help (see Tabl e 4)
" rn
these three vignettes the toddlers t health was coinpromised and the
mothersr strategy seemed to be directed toward obtaining help from health
or: emergency personnel"
Expressing orvn feelings. some mothers appeared

to express theír

own

feelings about an incident, such as ín vignette one, seven and twenty.

In

examining these

vignettes, there

by the toddler, rvhich
the rnother, for

may have

seemed

to be a measure of

non-compliance

stimulated the expression of feelings by

example:

I just leave the store and get into the car and tel1
her that she made me angry and that she canft do that.
But I wontt buy the toy. I feel embarrassed. I
remember one tirne in the store, f was ivaiting in line
and she was putting her head back in my arms and the
lady behind ne said twhy do people bring their children
to the storer so f just put the things back that f was
going to buy and left" I was crying in the car because
I was so embarrassed"
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Recurring categories related to two vignettes.

Sorne

of the

remaining

categories of reported coping strategies which ernerged from the responses

of the mother recumed in relation to two vignettes.
were

enticing, disciplining,

Enticing.
responses

accornmodating and

The category 1abe11ed

to

tI^Io

entícing

These categories

substituting.

einerged from the mothersf

vignettes ín which the mothers I expressed the need to

gain the childrs co-operation by providing a bribe to persuade the child

to

accompany

expensive

the rnother and to attTact his attention arvay from

toy (Vignette

one and twenty)

an

"

Dísciplining. In analyzing the rnothers responses to Vignettes eleven and
sixteen, the category 1abelled as disciplining emerged. In examining the
two vignettes

it

was noted

that both the incidents in the vignettes

involved possible danage to inanimate objects rvhich were not the property

of the toddler but of adults, that is a broken

ornament and crayoning on

a wal1.
Acconmodating. The category of coping strategies label1ed as accommodating
emerged from

the motherst responses to Vignettes four and fourteen. Both

of these vignettes involved the father. Negotiating
which also ernerged

fron these two vignettes"

was another strategy

Accommodating

differed

from

negotiating in that the mothers who responded with accommodating strategies
had

or perceived they had no alternatives,

rvhereas those

utilizing

negotiating discuss alternative arrangernents.

Substituting. This category of reported coping strategies
relation to Vignettes three

and

ernerged

in

six. Both of these vignettes involved

toddlers and their attachment to either thumb-sucking or to a favorite
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blanket.
In

The motherst responded by providing

summary,

it

seened notable

alternatives to the child.

that certain categories of reported

coping strategies recurred in relation to one, trvo or three oï more

vignettes.

The recr,rrring categories seemed

commonalities

to

emerge

in relation to

in the stress-related incidents in the vignettes.

The

categories which emerged in relation to only one vignette did not possess

this

common

feature wíth any other vignette" The researcheï suspects

that the snal1 sarnple size

and

the limited diversíty of incidents

contributed to the emergence of a preponderence of categories related to

a single vignette (nineteen of the thirty-one). Other samples of
rnay have responded

rnothers

differently and other categories may have emerged..

Further studies in which researchers might attempt to validate the
categoríes described in the study and determine whether or not mothers'

utilize other coping strategies

may be

desirable.

Duplicate Vignettes. It was pointed out earlier that Vignettes two

and

twenty-two were included to test the consistency of responses of the

mothers.

When

Vignettes two and twenty-two, which were similar except

for individual words, such as, cousin, friend; playroon, backyard; toys
and tricycle were analyzed similarly 1abe11ed categories emerged. These
rvere

distracting, controlling

in intent although not

and

synonomous

guiding.
in

The

definitíons were sirnil-ar

wording"

The mothers who reported responses coded as

controlling had not

utilized either distracting or guidíng strategies or
unsuccessfully.

IVhen

had used thern

the mothers reported responses labelled

distracting or guiding, they

seemed

as

to be providing the children with

alternative choices" The guiding category of coping strategies seemed to
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enphasize teaching the

controlling category

child the concept of sharing. In contrast,
a limiting

was

response

in which the mother

control of the situatíon, and the childts options

seemed

the

assumed

curtailed.

For

that "If they both couldntt play nicely,
neither of thern could have ítt?. The mother assumed control of the
exarnple, one mother reported

situation.

The purpose

of this study, which

was

to describe the reported

coping

strategies was achieved" Mothers in the sample seemed to be able to

in normative

and healthy

ways.

cope

The mothers discussed how they would

prevent accidents, unpleasant occurrences, provide care for their children,
seek help

in

emergency

situations, accept and understand the behavior of

their children and express their feelings in relation to certain incidents.
Mothers were assured during

the study that there v/ere no correct or

incorrect anshrers. The study

made

no attempt to evaluate the coping

strategies which the nothers reported. Other ínvestigators night consider
examining the effectiveness
which

interfere with or

of the mothers coping strategies

enhance

the efficacy of their strategies.

Conceptual Framework" The conceptual framework
upon

the concept of coping"

would

or had

coped

and variables

The mothers

of the study

was based

in the sainple were asked how they

with the stress-related incident in the vignette"

The

resulting categories of reported coping strategies of rnothers of toddlers
seemed

to be directed toward goals such as, protecting their children,

controlling their activities, accepting
and

and understanding

their behavior

reacting to an incident in order to provide caï'e for the child.

Some

nothers were cognitive of emergency ïesources available to them and hol to

obtain such services. Scott et a1. (1980) indicated that:

6B

with stress represents a gradual movernent toward
specific goals and is a necessary characterístic of
growth. Coping strategies consist of the neurocognitive,
affective, and physiologic responses to a stress situation
and may be observed in the behavioral response dinension"

Coping

tr'lothers who

are able to cope with their toddlers and achieve their child-

rearing goals may experience this grorvth referred to by Scott et a1.

well as fostering the growth
Sorne

mothers indicated

and development

of children"

that their coping strategies

may depend upon

the stress-related situatíon in which they find thernselves, for
Wetve had

this

many

tírnes. It

as

example,

depends on where we are

going, if ít can wait a bit, I try to see if there is
something she wants to finish up first.
If we are in a
hurry, I just bring her and help her get dressed and try
to distract her so that she won't get really upset.
Other mothers indicated
occurred lvould

affect

that the place (environment) ín which the incident

how they would

mother reported 'rOften

or had coped rvith the incident.

One

in public you react nore differently than you do in

privatet'
lvfothers reported

varying 1eve1s of stress associated with the

sarne

vignette (see Table 3). For exarnple, in relation to Vignette nineteen
four mothers indicated that there would be no stress associated with it,
eleven rnothers each reported moderate and low levels

of stress,

and six

reported high stress" However, the study did not address the issue of
whether or

not this variation affected the rnothers' coping strategies and

if so, how. This
As

the

may

schema

be the subject of further investigation"

indicated (see Schema I) a stress-related incident

necessitated a coping response from the rnother. All the nothers in this
sanple reported horv they had

or would

cope

ivith the stress-related inci-

dents in the twenty-four vignettes rvhich r\rere presented to them. l\rhether

or not the rnother had experienced the incident previously with the toddler
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or other children

may

affect

hol^¡

she coped with its recurrence.

0ne

mother reported

that problem (getting up at night) . First one
you tolerate ít quite a bit and then it got to the
point where we put her blanket down by the bed and
told her if you want in here you can sleep on the
floor...they come in if they are crying, teething,
sonething like that if there is a reason to need
extra comfort.
It/e had

The recurrence

she could

of incidents provided the mother with data/feedback

which

utilize in planning her future coping strategíes. In addition

some mothers

indicated that they utiLízeð. information from other sources

than their own experiences in deciding how to cope with certain incidents.
The conceptual framework

coping was

of this study

useful, as the researcher

based upon

was able

label the mothersr responses related to

horv

the concept of

to categorize, define

and

they would or had coped with

toddlers in specified stress-related incidents. These categories of
reported coping strategies described how
be useful

some mothers

might cope and may

in helping nurses and others learn more about

toddlers cope with similar incidents.

holv

nothers of
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CFIAPTER V

Summary and Conclusion

This study was descriptive and designed to explore and describe
some

of the reported coping strategies of mothers of toddlers.

thirty-two mothers in the sample
would cope

rvere asked

to indicate

The

how they had or

with twenty-four stress-related incidents. There rvere eight

categoríes or reported coping strategies which emerged in relation to

three or more vignettes. These were defined and labelled by the researcher
as anticipating, controlling, acquiescing, guiding,negotiating, reacting
(non-preventative), seeking professional help and expressing own feelings"
The rernaining twenty-three categories emerged in

vignettes.

The

relatioir to one oï

two

total thirty-one categories of reported coping strategies

described horv the mothers in the sample reported they had ot *orld .op"

with the stress-related incidents in the twenty-four vignettes ivhich

were

presented to them by the researcher.
Summary.

In

summation, the researcher

will

comment upon some

of

the

findings which have some importance for either further studies or for

nursing. In relation to the

sarnple

to be an important consideration.
horneogeneous and

mothers reared

The sample size was small and

seem

relatively

night be enlarged in future studies" Another sample of

in different cultural settings

different sociocultural
The

the inclusion of fathers would

environments may

utilization of vignettes

rvas

and subsequently,

living in

report other coping strategies.

effective in eliciting

responses

from the mothers, however it might have been advantageous if the researcher
had been able

to observe the mothers directly as they

coped

with their

toddlers. Further studies might consider incorporating direct observation
into the design.
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The

findings of the study tentatively suggested that certain types of

stress-related incidents may stimulate certain categories of coping

strategies. For example, the category of reported coping strategies
1abe1led by the researcher as

the twenty-four vignettes,

to the toddler.

Some

anticipating

some

ernerged

in relation to six of

of which involved the possibility of

of the nothers reported that these incidents

harn

were

associated with high 1eve1s of stress, that is as many as thírty rnothers.
Another finding hras that the category 1abe11ed as controlling emerged

in relation to incidents which seemed to involve an issue of power.
Further study might address the questions rthat if controlling is a coping
strategy when do mothers utilize it and how effective is it in reaching

their goals related to childrearino?t
Acquiescing vlas another category
emerged from

the responses of

vignettes. This category
seemed

have

to cope.

One

some mothers

seerned

to expect would occur,

of reported coping strategies
in relation to recurring

to relate to incidents which

and

which

mothers

with which they expected they might

might speculate that nìothers may utilize the acquiescing

coping strategy in relation to incidents which they antícipated to be pant

of the usual developnental pattern of children.
Another category of reported coping strategy was negotiating lvhich
emerged

in relation to incídents involving toddlers

and

adults. It

category which rnothers see¡ned to use directly with their toddlers

raises the question of

when mothers

Guiding was a category
attempted

tvas a

and

begin to negotiate rqith their children.

of reported coping strategy in which

mothers

to teach their toddler concepts or skilIs and they seemed concerned

more about providing

the child with a learning experience than just

preventing ninor damage. Future studies might validate this strategy and
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examine when
Some

it is utilized

mothers indicated

and what variables

use.

that they would seek professional help in

relation to incidents involving
mothers

affect its

harm

to theír toddlers" It

in this sanple weïe aldare of the

emergency

seened that

services in their

community' Other studies might examine whether or not mothers aïe ar4/are
of other health services such as cornmunity Health Nursing, which are
avai 1ab1e.

íncidents, from which the category of reported coping strategy
labelled as expressing own feelings emerged, seemed to involve a measure
The

of non-conpliance by the toddler.

The researcher wonders

if this is

a

strategy which ernerged in retrospect and would direct observation of the
mothers t coping strategies elicit the sarne strategy?

In conclusion, the conceptual framework of the study which was based
upon the concept of coping seemed to be appropriate" The schema, whích
indicated that motheïs ïesponded to the stimulus of stress-ïelated incidents
with coping stÏategies seemed to be affirmed. The concept of feedback and

its effect on coping stïategies of the mothers requires further
i.nvestigati on.
Fina11y, rnothers were asked to indicate on a Likert-type neasure the

level of stress which they associated with

each

vignette. Incidents

involving accidents such as, vígnette trventy-four, were reported to be
associated with a high level of stress by as many as thirty mothers (see
Table 3) " Aporoximately eighty percent of the mothers associated the

vignettes with

some

level of stress (see Table 3). Only

associated with no stress by over

one vignette

fifty percent of the mothers in

sample" This was Vignette síx, in which a toddler sucked his

the

thuurb"

rvas
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Inplications for nursing" Nurses, both in hospitals and in

comrnunity

settings are continually in contact with mothers of toddters. The nurse

is in a position to

encourage rnothers

to discuss

how they

their toddlers and to observe the coping strategíes

are coping with

rnothers

utilize with

their toddlers. Thirty-one categories of reported coping strategies
energed from the mothers t responses to only twenty-four of the possible
incidents to which mothers necessarily respond in the process of caring

for their toddlers. Mothers rvho exprîess conceïns about their ability to
cope with their toddlers rnay be aÉsured by the nuïse that there aïe many
ways

to

cope and

the strategy she utilizes

may depend upon

the individual

incident and the mother herself. In the researcherts experience some
mothers have attended Child Health Centers

for immunization services

and/or

in order to discuss their conceïns related to how they are coping with
childrearing. They nay be searching for alternative coping strategies
in order to achieve their childrearing goals oï suppolrt for their present
strategies. The nurse can help the mother by providing knowledge and
anticipatory guidance in relation to gïowth and development of the child
and the
htren

fanily and support the rnother as she selects hor^.'she wíl1

cope.

the reported coping strategies described in this study are validated,

then they rnay provide the nurse rvith additionat data and information rvhich
nay be useful

in helping mothers of toddlers with their coping strategies.

It is important to note that the mothers in this

sample seemed

to

be

able to cope with their toddlers. Honever, one should be cognizant that
the way in which a rnother copes may not achieve her goal or provide the
care the child needs or requires. Three mothers in the sample volunteered

that they were experiencing difficulties coping rvith. their children. They
all had sought professional help prior to the study, rvhich indicated that
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they felt the need for such he1p" They were able to utilize coping

strategies, such as seeking professional help which had emerged in relation

to the stress-Telated incidents in this study. This exemplifies the notion
that these mothers were coping in a healthy, non-pathological hray and were
able to seek help when the need arose. Nurses may provide support

for these ¡nothers so that they realize thtt they are

reassurance

and

coping

effective 1y.

that there are many rnothers

Nurses can be assured
adequately

with their toddlers.

The nursers

role

who

rnay be

are coping

to offer

then

support and encouragement so that if necessary they can better recognize

their

or^m

strengths and abilities.

Talking with their spouses, other

rnothers, friends, family and professionals such as the nurse may help
mother validate

that she is

way, which may be

competent

to

cope wíth her toddler

in her own

effective in reaching her childrearing goals but

dífferent frorn the strategies

used by other

a

rnay be

mothers. As Arpin (lg82)

poínted out

reinforcing strengths, particularly those
related to problen-solving and coping, is critical in
assisting an individual/fanily toward a higher level of
health (p. 12).
Enhancing and

Recommendations

for Further Study. As a result of the findings from the

present research several areas for further study have been suggested:

1. Further study is
and

needed

to validate the categories of coping strategies

to identify additional strategies motheïs use effectively.

2. Studies related to the coping strategies of fathers of toddlers

and of

both parents as a team.

3. Studies to investigate horr'parents
groups.

Do parents

cope rvith children

of other

age

utilize similar coping strategies or do they

change
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their strategies as the chíIdren advance in years?

I¡Ihen do parents

begin to negotíate with their children?

4" Future studies may involve the use of different
socio-economic and

cultural

samples from

differing

groups.

5. Further studies may examine the effect of feedback on the
strategies of rnothers of toddlers.

coping

6. Further studies might examine which coping strategies mothers of
toddlers would utilize in relation to specific stïess-ïelated incidents
and what variables would

affect their choice of strategy.
7. A study to observg directly the copíng strategies of nothers of toddlers.
This study has been an attempt to increase knowledge about the coping
strategies of rnothers of toddlers which might be useful to nursing and
other health professionals. The thirty-one categories of reported coping

strategies whích emerged from the motherst responses and were labelled by
the researcher are evidence of a beginning attenpt to achieve that purpose.
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am

A: Prepared Staternent For Requesting Subject Participation

a graduate student in Nursing at the Universj-ty of Manitoba. I

conducting a study related

to

how

mothers' cope rvith children 78-42

am

rnonths

of age. If you are interested in participating in the study, I will explain
what your involvement would

entail.

I will visit your home at a time convenient to you.

The time required

is

approximately one to one and one-half hours. You will be asked to respond

to twenty-four 1-2 sentence incidents that
their toddlers. Your

responses

mothers might encounter with

lvill be tape-recorded.

You

will be

asked

to complete a demographic interview questionnaire. Your name will not
appear on any ð,ata,

or data forms. Your anonymity is assured. All inforrnation

is confidential.

The tapes

year.

of the responses j-s known only to the researcher.

The source

will be erased by the researcher within

one

ot
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Appendì x

Consent Form For Mothers

Consent

of

Toddler

Form

A study 0f Mothers of Toddlers' Reported Coping Strategies

I,

to partic'ipate in a study to be conducted by Myrna Rourke, a nurse
and graduate student in the School of Nursìng, Un'iversity of Manitoba.
The researcher has expìa'ined the procedure of the interview, including
the use of audiotapÍng. The researcher has answered all my questions.
agree

i

understand

that the questions jn the 'interview (vignette

will be related to

how

I

would respond

response)

to s'ituat'ions presented by the

researcher.

I
I

will be a demographic-'interview questionna'ire.
understand that I can refuse to answer all or any quest'ions or
w'ithdraw from the study without any recriminations now or in the future.
As well, I understand that, 'in any publication resuit'ing from this study,
i nformat jon about my ìdentìty or my f ami ìy's ìdentity w'il I be kept
understand there

strictìy confidentj al
i understand that I must not communicate to any other mother who wi I I be
part of thìs study any ìnformation about the study, unt Í I after the
.

jntervjews have been compìeted.

Signature

Researcher
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Appendjx

C: Letter of

Approval From The Ethica'l Review Committee

THE UNIVERSITY OF MANITOBA

Knten-ÐepantsnenEaü Cor!-esF)oEldeElce
qaul_u_qul4!
My

rrra

,Ro, C.

Gow

TO_-

o4¡¡
Rorr

November 25/81

rk t'

_

_C_haÍ

rrnan

,_

School of l!qr_.r.lg, Erhicaì I{cvi ew
rlsç
-C_olqLlr

Research propos:.rl "TTrt, Re¡rorr ccì

SUBJECT:

I1o ¿ll e
ÂÈ
Ncr

rs

o

f

Co¡r i ru¡1

I'o cirl I r,

tltc mecting of Novcmbe r 23rcl this ¡rroposr.r
ethical concerns were raÍsed.

The commj t

teer madc thc

f oJ-Iowir-rg corruìrcn Ls

Stra¡.-'gic's of

l-:ìtt

r^'as approvecì.

:

l)

f'l ¡t' discrepancv o.r p. 30 e 32 r.r rengLìr .f time data
llcpt needs to be cl_arified;
that j.s bofh should
br: tlre same í. e. 3 years.

r)

I¡l the ligh t of the personal nature of tlrc vigne L tes
the conrnrittee w'urd encourage arrowing tlrc motrrers time
to tafk about thcir feelings and collcerns following the
interview.

IflÌ /

mc:
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Appendix

D:

Vìgnettes

Please respond

to

0f

Mother-Toddler Interaction

each incjdent as

if it

were happening

to you.

There

are no correct answers.
Vi

gnettes

l.
2.

You are in a hurry. Your l8 month
He says rrNorr and runs away.

you.

old toddler refuses to

come with

Your toddler and his cousin are in the pìayroom. Your toddler puìls
the toys away from the other child, and refuses to'ìet him have any

toys.

3.

toddler has a favorite blanket. It needs replac'ing but he will
not take a new one. No blanket--no sleep.
Your

4. Your husband phones that he is brìngìng home an out-of-town guest
for supper. Your toddler has a fever and is jrritable and your
housework and d'ishes are

not done.

5. Your husband has been out of work for a month. Your toddler has
deve'loped a fever. Your doctor orders a prescription that costs
$25.00. Your bank account is at 0.
6.

Your toddler sucks his thumb at bedtjme, during the day when he js
t i red. He al ways sucks hi s thumb when you take hìm out.

7.

You and your husband like to go out alone. As soon as you put your
coats ofl, your toddler begìns to scream and cry. He refuses to
I isten to the sitter.

B.

You are bathìng your toddler and another child. Suddenìy the phone
rìngs. You answerit. Then you hear a piercing screan. The older
child has turned on the hot water tap.

9.

for a
baby. It is lunch tjme. Baby is screaming
'is
for
floor
and
crying
the
al
I
over
his
soup
bottle. Toddler spi'lls
You have

a

new

more.

10. You are breast feed'ing your new baby. Your toddler is qujet in the
next room. You call hìm but toddler does not come.

ll.

You and your toddler are visit'ing at your frjend's home. There are
ornaments on the tables. Your toddler del ìberately pushes an
ornament off the table, breaking 'it.

88

I2. Toddler runs around the room. You tell him to stop several times
and he keeps running. Sudden'ly he trips, falls against the coffee
table. There js blood running down hjs face.
13. You put your toddler to bed at night. He gets up at 3 a.m. and
climbs jnto bed wìth you and your husband every night.

14.

You are cookìng

Daddy is readìng the paper. Toddleris
leg, wh'ining--the teìephone rings and Dad doesn't

dinner.

hang'ing onto your

answerit.

15.

toddler has a sljght cold. Suddenly he co'ìlapses
twjtch. Hìs eyes roìì and he does not respond.

16.

You arrive downstairs to find your
drawing on the walls with crayon.

17.

You fjnd gum ìn your carpet
no more gum. Grandma says,

lB.

You've finalìy potty trained your toddler--you bring home a new baby
and your toddl er starts to soil himsel f .

Your

and begins to

toddler has preceded you.

She is

that your toddler has spit out. You say
"0h, poor baby," and gìves todd'ìer gum.

19. Your lB month old daughter refuses to go to bed before you go to
bed. When you put her to bed she starts to cry and onìy stops when
you take her with you.

out shopping. Toddler finds a toy on the shelf he wants.
It'is too expensive and you don't want to buy ìt. You take it from
the toddler--he lies on the floor, k'ickìng and screaming.
the
2I. You need to go to the market. It js very cold. You dress'ìook
yourself--you
younger
fìnaì1y
and
then
the
ones
oldest fjrst,
for the toddler and he has undressed himself.
?2. Your toddler and his friend are'in the backyard. Your toddler puì1s
the tricycle away from the other child and refuses to'let him have

20.

You are

'it

23

.

24.

.

You have spent

the

upsets the milk

all

ng cl ean'i ng the ki tchen f I oor . Your toddl er
over the floor.

morn'i

ìn the other room. Your toddler is pì ay'ing quietly in
the kitchen. You hear a thud. You rush into the kitchen. You find
your toddler unconscious on the floor, besjde a bottle of household
You are busy

cleaner.
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Appendix

E: Stress Level of Vignette

l,leasure

Code No.

Please divide the vignettes into four piles according to the
1evel of stress you thínk the incident had or would have for
you. Please record the card nurnber under the appropriate
heading.

High
stTess

Moderate
stress

Lorv
stress

No

stress

9i
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Appendix

F: Denographic Interview Questionnaire
Interviewer t s

1.

Code No.

2

Your age gïoup

1. 18-20

2.2r-25
3.26-30
4.37-35
5. 36 & over
3.

Marital status:
1. li{arried
2. Separated
3. Divorced
4. Remarried
5. Other
of residence:

Type

Apartnent

1.

)

House

Other

3.

5.

How many

children

do you have?
6.

Ages

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
7.

of your chi ldren:
I week - 17 nos.
18 mos. - 42 mos.
43 mos. - 48 mos.
49 rnos . - 5 years
6 years - L2 years
13 years - 18 years
19 years and over

Do you

babysit infants and/or toddlers?

No

Yes

If

yes, how nany?
how often?

Explain.

Comrnents

93

Interviewert s

B. Your years of education starting with
1. 6 years and under
2. 7 - IO yeaïs
3. 11 - 12 years
4. 13 - 16 years
5" 17 - 20 years

Grade One:

9. Your highest educational grade, Certificate or
degree completed

10. Are you entployed outside the
No

-

Yes If

yes

,_

home?

ful1 tine
Part time

11. Are you enployed in -your home?
No

12.

Yes If yes, _

Do you do

fu1l tine
Part time

volunteer -work outside your

home?

No

13.

Yes If yes, erplain type and hours

Do you do

volunteer work inside your

home?

No

Yes If yes, e:rçlain t¡pe
14. Is your husband employed?
_ No If no, explain
_

Yes If yes, _

and hours

fu1l time
Part tine

15. Are his hours regular?
Yes

No If no, explain
16. Are there any other activities in which
participate that take up your tírne?
ì'lo

-

Yes If yes, explain

you

Comments
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1.

G: Sorting Instructions for

Coping Strategies

Each package contains:

a) one vignette card
b) category definitíon sheets (2-4)
c) thirty-trvo response cards
2. Please follow these instructions carefully:
a) take one package at a time
b) read the vignette card
c) read all the definitions in the package (2-4)
d) read each Tesponse and sort it into the nost appropraite category*
e) continue until all the thirty-two responses have been sorted into
categoríes

3. Attach the

responses

to the aporopriate categories

4. Place an elastic band around the categori-es,

nesponses and

the vignette

card

5.

Repeat

for

each vignette

*Sorting according to the doninânt therne of the response
The response

is to be read conpletely.

category whose definition best

The response

suits the dominant

is sorted into

theme

of the total

ïesponse. Refer to the category definitions as often as necessary.

unit of analysis is the motherrs total response.
or not the incident has or has not

happened

Do

to the

not consider

rnother.

T}IANK YOU FOR YOUR ASSISTANCE

the

The

whether

